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FOREWORD 
~e following stuc%Y is 8 historical survey of Indian 
education, a review of present ~ conditions, and a discussion 
of the future of Rural Eduoation in India. 
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"It 18 rJ18 wish that there DIq spread over the land a network 
of schools and colleges frOm Which will go forth loyal and manly and 
useful c1 tiZeI1S, able to hold their own in industries and agriculture 
and all the vocation. ot lite. And it i8 ID3' wish too, that the homes 
ot au Indian subjects may be brightened and their labor sweetened by 
the spread ot knowledge with all that tollows in its train; a higher 
level ot thDght, ot comton and ot health. It is through education 
that ID3' wish will be fultilled, and the cause ot educatiOD in India 
will ever be very olose to au heart." 
His	 MOst Graoious laq)erial Majesty the King-Emperor, 
George V, at caloutta on the 6th ot January, 1912. 
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INTRODUCTION 
THE MEANING AND IMPORTANCE
 
OF
 
RURAL EDUCATION
 
The object of Rural Education is to make the best of the 
Dation's children. Each village child has a bo~ which is lDeant for 
health and freedom, strength and beauty. He has a mind t~tioning 
in the way ot knowledge, feeling and activity. Each has his own per­
sonal endowment ot capab1li ties and tastes -- gifts of humor and \1I.L~r­
standing, of manual skill and oreative power, of imagination cd rever­
enee. He has instincts of imitation and hero-worship, powers of absorb­
ing the subtle influenoe at his surroundings. He has capaci ties of com­
radship and oitizenship; and an inner life that may be nourished in 
quietness and confidence. These are the splendid possiblli ties befer e 
the school. Its site, its buildings, its play-fields, its clalsrooms, 
its furniture, its walls, its curriculum, its disoipline, its teachers, 
its corporate life -- all these must rise to the height of the great en­
1 
terprise. 
Education 18 primarl~ conoerned with the development of the 
child. In carr~ing this out it must take into aocount his inherited in­
stincts, reflexes, and capaoities, as also his enVironment, both social 
and material. His instincts oan be used in arousing interest in the 
aotivity, and his oapacities can be developed to a large extent. En­
vironment influences the development of the child 1D0re than an:I other one 
factor in education, so present educational prooedure is largely concerned 
wi th the arranging of a stimulating environment in which the ch1ld ID8Y 
1 o. o. P. R. C. Commission Report. Vol. II Education p. 112 
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grow. It is the ant,- of the school to arrange the school and olass­
room environment in su.ch a waa that it will be simple yet as nearly 
like the life outside as possible, so that the development of the 
child's education and his life may be one process. ~he sohool should 
be so olosely linked up with his Village life and experiences that he 
will naturall,- oontinu.e as if he were in the actual life of the 001lllDUJ1­
ity outside of school. 
It is very important that ohildren put fOIWard their own pur­
poses and the best way of seouring these valuable purposes in the ola.s 
i. to allow a. much freedom as possible, for in this waa the child will 
usually be &n%ious to take up SOID8 activity in which he is Vitally in­
terested. Taking this aotivity as a basis, we can usuall,y build up other 
aotivities which naturally come mill it and which are often more valuable 
thaD the original one put f01'Ward. Freedom naturally enoourages the pupils 
to put forward their awn purposes and diffioul ties, the things that most 
annoy them, and the th1ng8 in which the;y are most vitally interested and 
the solving ot these problems gives the teacher his opportunity, as it is 
in the solution of these problelDS that he can direct the aotivities ot the 
olass and "lead on" into other promising problems. 
All knOWledge, attitudes and appreciations have been handed down 
to us in the form of social or raoial inheritance in various w83S -- habits, 
ousto~,rolkway, institutions, and civilization. It is the dut,y of the 
village sohools to begin on that which the child knows and trom this lead 
out to the unknown. The individual is dependent largely upon institutions 
for his existenoe, namely the home, the school, the church, the state, etc., 
and it is mainly the ant)' of the sohool to aoquaint the child fully with 
these and to make him thoroughly appreoia t1ve of them. 
3 
Man is a soclal being in that all his aotivi ty is related 
010se17 to that at others and he teels the need at assoclating w1 th 
his tellows. Theretore the greatest need at the ohild is social de­
velopment and the teacher IDU8t adapt himselt to the needs of the child 
in creating within the school a sooial environment, and instilling in 
the pupils the mean1ng at Booial sharing and oo-operation, ln givlDg 
hlm an opportuni t7 in a demooratic sooiety at the classroom. ED.viron­
ment must take a large plaoe in sohool 11fe. !he olassroom enVironment 
material and social -- should have both an aotive and passive part. Pass­
ive -- stirring up attitudes, appreciations and knowleage both conscious~ 
and unconBoiously. Active - stimulation in promot1ng desirable purposes, 
attitudes and actiVity. The teacher mu.st work out this aotive Bide in re­
gard to the relation ot the pupil to the oODMDUnity, not only w~th reter­
ence to the present, but also to the past; using hiB social and raoial 1D­
heri tanoe to enrioh life in the present and also preparing him tor the 
future as a valuable member of the oomrmmi ty. 
Olose~ related to this spirit at freedom is the problem at 
"method", but when oonsidered in the light at the new definition at the 
word, it is seen to be practically the s~e as that at "think1:ag". To quote 
Dr. Dew87, "ThinkiDg is the process at an educative experience", and again 
n~he essentials at good thinking are the essentials at good method. As 
the securing at knowledge is always a step out into the unknown, the duty 
at the sohool is to make this step BO gradual that the learner may easily 
tallow, yet keep olosely related to hiB past experiences. To do this the 
learner's interes t should be aroused to furnish the "drive" tor this Whole­
hearted actiVity; the stimulus to reflect should be presct at every point; 
there should be a sense at responsibili'ty to oarry the work through to 
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completion; as well as to evaluate the results at the end. ':Phis type of 
method is applioable to all subjeots and if carried through on a high level 
of interest, will tend to break down. the idea of oompartment instruotion 
and will unite all subject matter as it is neede& in the solution ot large 
proMe~. ­
'J!his in faot is the prog~t method of education, for it takes 
into account the child's instinots -- using them to arouse interest, his 
capaci ties, developing them as Widely as possible; environment -- trying 
to set up such an environment as will guide the child to the most frui t­
ful activity and to stimulate him to reflection at every point. Formal 
subjeot matter as such is relegated to the rear and is thought of only 
as a tool for accomplishing the greater results, the development of the 
child for his place in society and the state. This method co-ordinates 
all subject matter by relating it to life and life experiences. It does 
not consider subjects as isolated, separate units but as parts of a 
large social unit. ~cation is interested in the fullest development 
of the child for valuable social service, and the improvement of existing 
social conditions. These attitudes and appreciations along with knowledge 
are secured by whole-hearted activity arising from the projeot itself 
rather than being taught as such. Education that will f1 t the child for 
work in 11fe, both as he finds it now in classroom, and in his environ­
ment and as he will find it in the actual activities and relationships 
wi th which he w111 later have to deal, will mean richer, abundant life 
in the present and w111 be as well the best preparation for the future. 
An educational institution is a place where a child, with its 
endowment of sensibilities and powers, comes to be moulded by the tradi t­
ions that llave played the chief part in the evolution of the human spirit 
5 
and have the greatest signif1anoe in the life ot today. Th1e iB the touoh­
stone b,y whioh village schools are to be tested. 
The question of the expansion and improvement of rural education 
i8 only one phase ot a general Booial problem ot an immense extent "in the 
00 t tage where the na tion dwells" who are tor the mos t part a t a somewhat 
rudimentary stage of development. It is a problem of bodies to be filled, 
of minds to be enlightened, and ot lives to be set tree. It is necessary 
to oonsider together the psyohologioal, ethioal, sooial, eoonomio, pol­
it10sl and finanoial faotors whioh are so olosely interwoven in the situ­
atian. The man we are interested in is not divided into departments. The 
goverDIDent Department of Industries may disoover that there are plenty ot 
bones available for orushiDg into manure, the Agrioul tural Department may 
(./' 
disoover that a 30% inorease ot crop can be obtained trOID land treated with 
bone manure, but if the farmer i8 in den, and oan not borrow money for less 
... 
thaD 30 to 60% per annum, this knowledge becomes useless unless he oan be­
oome connected with a Co-operative Credit Society that can give him money 
at 12%. The development 0 f the Co-opera tive Credit sys tam depends in its 
tw,en to a large extent upon the improved intelligenoe of the people through 
the sohools. Theretore eduestional, sani tary, oo-opera tive, agrioul tural 
and industrial retorms must advanoe together, supporting and supported by 
eaoh other. 
fhere is in India very little publio opinion in favor of eduoation 
and this ignorance is far more dangerous and des truotive than s iomess or 
poverty. The government offioial report says "until the proportion of 11t­
erates oan be raised, the immense mass of India w11l remain poor, ignorant 
and helpless. They see little, know little more than their forefathers 
handed them down. Crops are sometimes lost owiug to pests that could be 
-_._-----------~~----~------------
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prevented by the exeroise of a little intelligence. It will take years to 
eradicate from the minds of the Indian farmers that blights come from olouds 
as a punisbment from heaven. and to teach him that pests can be oontrolled 
and that damage to the crops annual~ can be minimized at the cost of a 
little intelligence and that production can be increased considerably with 
better methods of cultivation and improved machinery. 
The fact 18 that India is faced with a world situation which is 
insistant in its demand for attention. and the ignorance of the masses 
throws upon the tlintelligentsia" the greater responsibility for the decision 
they have got to make in this question. No longer can barriers even of re­
moteness save the farmer in his farm trom the invasive forces of modern life. 
I 
The war has proved by the conolusive logic of its operations on the prioe of 
food. of cloth, and of silver that ID8JJ3' "valleys have been filled" and "ma~ 
mountains brought low" and that India is much marer Etlrope, America, and 
Japan today than she was a hundred years ago. 'lhe closing of mills in dis­
tant Dundee would spread ruin in the plains of India, and anarchy in Russia 
has caused havoo in the tea industry of its hills. As well might iou equip 
the armies of India with bows and arrows to meet troops supplied with modern 
lethal weapons, as &%pect to compete in modern trade and commeroial activities 
wi th on~ the present primary schools behind you.. 'J!he sons of India have ~ 
to prepare themselves and their motherland to face the rest of the world on 
equal terms, or to remain nurslings, or to beoome the spoil of the strongest. 
tlGet richt,', tlBeprosperous", these are the watchwords that are needed today, 
provided they are followed with honor, and their fulfilment linked wi th true, 
(I 
unselfish service for the commanit,y as the corollory of success. The great­
, 
est asset of the country is the hitherto undeveloped intelligence and un­
organized strength of the masses. 
., 
From another point of view the matter is of urgent importanoe. 
The countr,y has embarked on a oourse of pol1tical development which is 
going to be accelerated as time goes on. The ver,y villagers have DOW 
substantial powers of self-government. The results of the elections have 
shown that the representatives of the masses are likely to find places in 
them. If this is so, the sooner we "educate our masters", the better we 
oan hope to be governed by them. The popular vote must be made an inte11­
igent vote or trouble and miser,y may result from any further extension of 
popular gove1"lJlDent. It may perhaps be added in passing that the attainment 
of 11teracy is only the first step towards progress, and that at present 
only 5.8% of the population are literate. flUs ignorance is, in fact, a 
diCease that is far more prevailent and indeed far more dangerous and de­
l" 
structive than even malaria. The need for sheer enlightenment is alone a 
sufficient reason for pressing forward the expansion of rural education. 
Bishop J. H. Oldham writes "The necessary coro110ry of the policy 
announced by the British Government, is the rapid extension, and improvment 
of popular education and since nine-tenths of the people live in villages, 
it is primarily and mainly a question of rural education. Then if rural 
education is the central problem in the life ot India todaS', Christian 
effort will find here its most trui ttul opportunity. To make a most con­
spicous contribution to the solution of India's most urgent problem -­
rural education -- will be the most oonvincing proof of the power of Ctlri8t 
to raise and transform human life. 
"The following chapters constitute an attempt to indioate the lines 
upon which this purpose can perhaps be fulfilled on the educational side 
ot the question. In the meantime the following percentages ot the population 
"enrolled in primar,y schools will indicate to some utent how tar India is 
8 I: 
1 
behind the race; 
United States 19.87 Ceylon 8.94: 
England and Wales 16.52 Rumania 8.21 
Ge~ 16.30 Russia 3.77 
France 13.90 Brazil 2.61 
Japan 13.07 India 2.38 
1 Progress of EducatiQp in India. 1912-17. p. 4: 
s:.s:O ROliliOiS 
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OH.AP~ 1" 
HIlWU EDUCA';(ION 
A. Brahmanioal Schools 
'fhe Aryans entered India from the north-west about 2000 B.C. 
There were several waves of invasion and eaoh tribe pushed its prede­
cessor further eastward or southward. At the time they entered India, 
they were divid.ed into ID8.D3' tribes or clans governed by their awn ehief­
tains. The father as head of the family, bad great power. In the be­
ginning he was the warrior, the family priest and the family earner, all 
in one. Gradually different classes amongst the Aryans were formed and 
this was the beginning of the caste system. These elaSBes were the chief­
talns and their families and the nobles; the priestly families; and the 
mass of the people who were chiefiy employed in agricul trual and pas toral 
oocupations. In their expansion they came against the aboriginals of 
India, whom they eonquered and these "conquered people" formed the lowest 
strata of the Hindu society. 
"It had become the oustom of the chieftains or nobles to appoint 
purohitas (domestie priests) to bring them prosperi~ by sacrifice, and it 
was probably in such priestly families of high standing that the collection 
of humna was formed and preserved. The eompetition among these families to 
possess the best bs'mns led to the formation of a dignified and expressive 
I 
literary dialect: 
As the formulas r~u1red for sacrifioe increased, and the ri tuals 
of the sacrifice became more eomplex, each family of priests zealously 
guarded its own humus until distinct sohools were formed. As society be­
came more and more complex, a systematic arrangement of instruction became 
imperative. Thus grew up the earliest form of Brahmanical schools in India. 
1 Keay. Ancient Indian Education. p. 13 
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"These tended to group themselves around the courts of kings which grad­
ually became centers of culture. Priests were attached to each court and 
in cormec tion wi th them grew up wha t may be called t schools' for the 
1 
stud.v and handing down of the sacnd h~ns and sacrificial observances.'t 
This was the beginning ot Brahmanic education. 
From time illlDemorial India has been a land of schools, ot li ter­
ature, and of philosophy, inseparab~ associated with the religion whioh 
dominated its people and have profoundly affected the oourse and progress 
Of educa tion under their auspices. 
The ~d.as reveal the religious ideas and the movements of this 
Aryan people from the time they began their invasion of India, swept 01l­
ward from the Indus to the GaIlges, organized kingdoms each under its own 
ruler but all dominated by the powerful priesthood. 
~e6e Brahmans were the priests, teaohers, law givers, and the 
custodians of the vedic ~8 and the authors of the whole bo~ ot liter­
ature based upon them - the mythologies, rituals, commentaries and laws. 
This sacred literature, together with heroic, secular poems and a orude 
science were the substance of Hindu education. 
On account of the dif'ficul ties of sanskrl t, the language ot 
edic literature, the Brallmans had a practical monopoly ot leal".l1ing, the 
majori ty merely leal".l1ed by rote the hylDS, :prayers and ri tuals used in re­
11gious ceremonies, leaving to the few that life long absorption in learn­
ing which one condition of attaining supreme bliss. 
The sacred obligation to teach laid upon ever.1 one of the higher 
caste, was accomplished in general by oral instruction which imparted to 
the privileged the religious ideas and caste obligations that made up the 
chief concern of life. As the sooial organization developed, there grew
• 
1 Jawrle. Historical Surver ot Pre-Christian Education. 
11 
up gradually separate schools ot literature. law, eduoation. :h:ven sep­
1 
arat.e sohools of astrology, astronomy and medioine grew up. 
Priestly HCllme. 
Individual instruotion beoame too nuch of a burden and groups of 
ohildren were put under the supervision of one priest. As the groups be­
oame larger, the men who were responsible for their instruction were "set 
apart," and thus the "priestly-teaching" class was formed. The system 
was very indefinite at first and each priest was eduoated for all the 
funotions of priesthood. Gradually eaoh system became well defined, Possess­
ing its own veda and having its own training sohool. 
The different kinds of priestly sohools bad now beoome well de­
veloped and were learned assooiations of culture with a growing reputation. 
A priest was proud of the sohool in whiah he had reoeived his training. He 
oould not perform his duties as a priest without having passed throQSh one 
of these sohools. The first duty of the student was to learn by heart the 
2 
partioular veda of his sohool. ~hU8 grew up parishads (Brabmanical 
schools) for the oultivation of learning to whioh young men went. 
The life of the student was very strenous. Only a small part of 
the time spent in the "parishads" was given entirely to stu~ing. All of 
the work around the school was done by the students and they were busy 
providing for the wants of the teaoher. "Let an Aryan who has been in­
itiated, daily offer fuel tn the saored fire, beg food, sleep on the 
ground and do what is beneficial to his teaoher until he performs the 
a 
oermony of samavartaua on returning home. SSmavartana is the home­
ooming of' the student from -the house of his teaoher. 
At no time was he permitted to contradiot~ teaoher and alWays 
oooupied a seat lower thaD the teacher. He always arose in the morning 
1 Monroe. Cyolopedia of Muoation "Hindu Eduoation". 
2 Keay. Ancient Indian Edl.loatiop. 
3 S. B. E. Laws of Manu. p. 108 
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before the teaoher was up, and in the evening retired after him. He 
went begging at the houses of virtous persons in the morning and even­
ing and brought everything he obtained to his teacher. There were oer­
tain laws regarding the attitude of the teaoher toward his pupils. "After 
the rite of initiation was performed, his first du~ was to' instruct the 
pupil in the rules of personal purification of conduct, of fire worship, 
1 
and of the twilight devotions." 
Vedio Soh0ol. 
The teaohing given in each sohool gradually took def1ni te form 
and was handed down with verbal aocuraC1' trom teacher to pupil. As edu­
cation advanced, a number of sohools arose under each veda and the diff­
erences crept in until each sohool had its own Brahmana, usually oalled 
2 
by the traditional name of the school. The seven Brahmnas were Panch­
aVims, Talllariya, ~alavakara, Kanshitaki, Aitareya, Satapatha and Gopatha. 
In the beginniug Brahmanio eduoation was primarily religious in 
character. "The first and foremost object .hioh the teaoher had before 
him was to hand down to the pupil the exaot oontents of the sacred boOks 
as he himself had raceived them as well as those sacrifioial and other 
rules whioh it was necessary for the young Brahman to know in order to 
3 
perform his priestly functions. 
Brahmanic eduoa tion, however, could not remain purel1' rel1g­
ious very long. From the rites of sacrifices came man-r of the seoular 
studies. "The elaborate rules for the cons traction of alters led to the 
science of geometr.1 and algebra being developed; and as it was somet~es 
desired to erect a round table alter covering the same area as a square 
1 . Keay. _ient Iudiau Eduoation. p. 34 
2 Farquhar. ~i!ller of Hinduism. p. 32 
3 Keay. Aucisnt Indian Education. p. 42 
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1 
one,. Problems like squaring the oil'Cle had to be faoed. Scholars 
are all agreed that Pythogaras borrowed his knowledge of geometrical 
1"Ules as well as IDEI.l\V other ideas from India. In the science of ari*­
matio, the originality at the Bindus 1s more universally aelmowledged. 
2 
Decimal notation is a distinot contribution at the Hindus. 
~e people were ver" eager to ascertain the propitious ttmes 
and seasons tor all sorts at oceassions and out at this came the science 
of astrology, out of which was developed astrono~. As saoritieial vie­
tilll8 were dissected, a knowledge of anato~ was gained. trhe saored texts 
had to be preaerved in some torm to save them and thus philology and 
grammar were developed. As men came to wander about the universe and 
their relationships with it, the elaborage system of logio arose. Dl1r­
v 3 
iDg the 4th century B.C. Panini wrote his great gralDD8tieal work. 
lIedioine was being studied in the 5th century. There gradually 
developed qui te an elaborage lmowledge of medioine and a class of people 
oame to specialize in mediaal skill. I India has thus developed an indig­
snous system at medical knowledge and skill oalled ~ur-Vedic. 
For one thousand years B.C. the Brahmanieal ed.ueation was 8%­
tensive and thorough and it was shared to a oertaiu extent by a cousider­
able number from the second and third castes. It was, however, entirely 
oral in the earlier centuries; later it embraoed reading and writing, 
and an introduction to epio literature as well as to other saored books, 
4 
probably also to mathematios. 
Hermi tage School. 
Wi th the development at the ascetic ideal in the Hindu religious 
1 Dutt. Ancient Indii\. p. 42 
2 Dutt. Ancient India. p. 42 
3 Keay. ,Ancient Indian Education. p. 71 
4 Laurie. Pre-Christian EdUQation. p. 176. 
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thought, there grrNI up sohools that were ascetic in nature, "AShraIDS". 
It tended to take the school oat of the home and looate it in the forest. 
From this time on, forest schools, Ashrams, hermitages are very prominent 
insU tutions of educa tiOD. It seems that these herr..ai tages were advanced 
schools to which those who had passed the elementary stages of their edu­
oation would come. Famous teachers would set up their headquarters in 
the woods somewhere and to them would oome out rnan,y seekers of knowledge. 
Among the students and teachers ooming from various quarters 
and representing quite varied baok-grounds of training and belief, de­
bate and disoussion would r6ign. ~he "Ashram" was an informal parliament 
of religious, an exchange for beliefs, a meeting place of eduoated and 
y 
religious men, an advanced school of phllosopq. It was a plaoe in whioh 
to oompare views of life, philosophical theories, religious dootrines. 
~he hermitage was a learned and disputatious plaoe, "all diligently 
following their own tenets, pondering, urging objections, raising doubts, 
resolving them, giving etyomologies, disputing, stud.1ing, and explaining, 
1 
and all gathered here as his disoiples." 
These "Ashrall18" were oenters for the exohange of thought and 
eno~ who studied in the "Ashram" found their wa.:T back to life to st imu­
late and influence all Indian thought. 
B~~nical Universities. 
As Brahmanical schools of learning, la ter known by the popular 
name of "tole" grew up in great numbers in numerous towns and Villages, 
several of these tols near enough to one another were consolidated to 
form an insti tutton resembling an universi ty. "Sometimes in a town of 
1 Bana • Barea Carl te. p. 236 
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special sancti~ or ot political importance numbers ot these tols would 
1 
be established constituting a kind ot university. Examples ot these 
are Benaras, Nadia, Taxilla. 
"A tol conais ts generally ot a thatched chamber in which the 
pandit and the olass meet, and a colleotion ot mud. hovels round a quad­
rangle in which students live in the simplest ma.nner. Each student has 
his own hut in which there is scarcely 8'D3 fumi tare except his own brass 
pot and rna t • A. s tudent remains a t the tol tor tive. eight or ten years, 
according to the subject he is stud-ving. The pandit does not always live 
at the tol, but comes every school day, arriving early and remaining late, 
on which stud3 takes place. The huts are built and repaired at his ex­
pense. No fees are charged and until recent years, the pandit even helped 
to provide his pupils with tood and clothing. Be himselt Obtained the 
necessary tunds by grants and by presents which his tame as a teacher in­
sured him at religiollS ceremonies. ~he usual number ot students in a tol 
is about 25. though there may be more. Ifhese, in most cases, have no 
means ot subsistance. The teaoher provides them with shelter and tree 
tuition. Food and olothes the.r obtain trom him or from shopkeepers and 
2 
lanQholders and by begging at their festivals. 
With regard to the old Bral:lmanical education as it exists in 
India today, the last quinquennial report ot education in India states 
that in 1912, there existed 1178 private sanskrit schools, the number 
having decreased trom 1630 in 1907. MOst ot these schools are ot the 
old type. ~. De la Fosse speaking ot United Provinces i8 quoted as ~-
ing "Sanskrit pathshalas ot the indigenous t3'Pe --- are, generally speak­
ing, rather poorly attended. ~ey are to be tound where the number ot 
1 Keay. Ancient Indian Education. p. 51 
2 Keay. Ancient Indian Education. p. 52 
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Brahman population is sufficient to create a demand for the learning of 
a little sanskrit and Hindu astrologyJ The school may be classified as 
professional, for the scholars are destined to earn their livelihood by 
presiding at or helping in the performance of those religious ceremonies 
which make up so large a part of the life of the orthodox Hindu Villager. 
In some, a little Hindu is taught and also writing, but not much attention 
1 
is paid to this side of work. 
B. Secular Schools 
The early vedic schools for the training of priests seem to 116ve 
been confined to the youths of the priestly class, and the Brahmans kept 
in their families the ancient 11 terature which formed the basis of all 
higher education. Even in quite early times, however, it is evident that 
some of the non-Brahmans attained to a high degree of notoriety as men of 
2 
wisdom. 
It seems likely tha t as time went on the II stud¥ of the veda" 
for the Xshatriyas and Vasiyas became attenuated and that their education 
was more and more confined to those subjects which had a more direct bear­
ing on their future call~. 
X@hatriya Education. 
The old sacred scriptures of the Hindus tell us that Kshatriyas 
wero fully instructed in the three-fold sacred science and in logic. The 
royal princes were further instructed in the administration of justice, 
during their schooling period. A knowledge of the use of arms and of mll­
itary skill was, of course, necessar,y, and a great deal of time of the 
young Kshatriyas must have been given to learning their duties as warriors. 
3 
Alread¥ in the ~mns of the Rigveda there is a passage which 
1 Keay. Ancient Indian Education. p. 55 
2 Ke~. Ancient Ipdian Educatiop. p. 58 
3 Rigveda. tv. 42,5. 
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appears to refer to mili tary comba ts amongst young warriors, and as 
Kshatriyas became marked off from other castes as those whose function 
it was to fight for their protection, the prac tice ot the arms must have 
become more highly specialized and taught. 
This extract brings out what seems to be the chief a1mB of ed­
ucation in the case of young Kaha triyas in early times, namely, the studa' 
of the vedas, military skill, and right moral conduct. 
About this time there seems to have been a considerable develop­
ment of Kshatriya education. 'lhe science of politics had grown up and much 
more attention was given to fitting young prinoes for the duties of their 
high office. 
Wi th regard to the length of the course we are told lithe prinoe 
shall observe celibacy till be beoomes sixteen years old. Then, he shall 
observe the ceremo~ of tonsure and marry." The course lasted for about 
sio years which is much Shorter tban the twelve years presocibed as necess­
ary for the Brahmchari to learn one veda. During the period of s tud3 the 
young prinoe was to be placed under the striot supervision of his teachers. 
IIIn maintaining efficient discipline he shall ever and invariable keep oom­
pany with aged professors of sciences in whom alone disoipline has its firm 
root. 
~e hours of stuctr were thus planned out. "He shall spend the 
forenoon in receiving lessons in military arts ooncerning elephants, horses, 
chariots and weapons and the afternoon in reei tiug and hearing ltihasa" 
The Itihasa is said to inolude Purana (legendary tales), itivritta (history), 
Akbyayika (tales), udhsrana (illustrative stories), Dharmshastra (sacred
1 f\. 
scriptures), and Arthashastra. fhe first four would iDClude fl\,Vthologioal 
and epic tales, the last two include what we would now term law and polit­
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10al soienoe. During the rest of the ~ and nights he shall not onJ.sr 
receive new lessons and revise old lessons. but also hear over and over 
again what has not been olearly understood. 
1!he progranme of education thus outlined is by no means an UD­
wort~ soheme for the eduoation of a young prince. It shows the powerful 
adaption of the earlY' Brahman educators of their system of education to the 
n.eeds of the pupil. and of deVising a vooational training for the SODS of 
noble families. 
We IIa1' say that the education of the young Indian nobles was not 
inferior to that of European knights in the times of ohivall"1. and was 
very much like it in lD8D,Y respeots. 'l!he note of personal ambition and of 
adventure for adventure's sake seems much less prominent in the Indian 
ideal than in the }"'uropean, and perhaps hardly existed. and the gentler 
virtues such as patience and filial devotion were very much emphasized. 
as we see in the stOl"1 of Rams. The idea that the king and the nobles 
had a dutY' to perform to society in the protection of the weak. and that 
their position was not one so much of glory and of ease as of service to 
others. is ver:! prominent. No doubt ~ of them failed to live up to 
this noble ideal but in formulating it and holding it before the r1s1Dg 
generation of young Kshatriyas, India has much of which to be proud. 
Vaisyas Education 
As in the case of Kshatr1s'as, the oontrol of the eduoat.ion of 
the vaisyas early came under Brahman control. lYe have seen hem in the 
case of the Kshatr1s'as the stuq, of the veda was attenuated. or perhaps 
we might s~ that it was developed by specialization in oertain directions 
to meet the special needs of the young nobles and warriors. With regard to 
-vaisyas, the trading and agriculture class amongst the Aryas, trade. rear­
ing cattle, and agriculture were regarded as their special pursuits and 
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~d therefore very early there came to be specialization of education 
adapted to their needs. 
In the law of Manu, the functions of a vaisya are thus de­
soribed. "A vaisya must never C"oncieve this Wish, , I will never keep 
cattle', and if a vaisya 18 Willing to keep them, they must never be 
kept by men of other oastes. A. vaisya must know the respective value of 
gems, of pearls, of corals, of metals, of cloth made of thread, of per­
.fumes, and of condiments. He mus t be acquainted wi th the manner of SOW­
ing seeds, and the good and bad qualities of fields, and he must perfectly 
know all measures and weights. Moreover, the excellence and defects of 
commodities, the advantages and disadv&ntages of different oountries, the 
probable profit and loss on merchandise, and the means of properly rearing 
oattle. He IIlU8t be aoquainted with the proper wages of servants, with ' 
the various languages of men, with the manner of keeping goods and the 
rules of purchase and sale." The duties thus outlined would require that 
a yoUJJg vaiBya besides a knowledge of agriculture, should also know the 
rudiments of commercial geograplJ.y, aritbmatio, and some languages, as well 
as the practical details of trade. 
It is very probable that at first, these subjeots were learned 
b.v the boy from his father in the oourse of business. ~us the education 
of the young vaisya, apart from his stuct' of the "veda", would at the 
earliest period, as a rule, be domestic, and he would learn from hie father 
in the actual course of the business. The child in ancient India generally 
followed the occupation of his father. Now in a system, where the child 
followed the occupation of the parent his trainiDg was necessarily provided 
b~ a s~8tem of apprenticeship. Hence in eve17 respect the training of b~8 
was secured by actual participation in those activities that were required 
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ot them in adul t Ute. 
India is a land ot villages, and even at the present day with a 
growing cOlIIDercial activity it 18 said that nine-tenths ot the population 
live in Villages. Each Village is usually an agricul tural coaullmity. 
But craftsman are needed by the husbandman so besides farmer. in ever:! 
village, there would be artisans. Some of these occupations are ver.v 
ancient -- carpentry, blackBmith, potter, physicians, weaver, shoemaker, 
etc., etc. !l!heretore it was the villages which were the strOngholds ot 
the tradi tiODar,y arts and cratts ot India. Bere those employed in the 
same oocupations w.re drawn together in trade guilds. Sometimes the cratts­
men of a particular trade all belong to one caste, in which oase the bonds 
which un! te them are very strong indeed. and no outsider would be admitted. 
But where the Barne trade i8 pursued by men of difterent castes the guild 
fIIB3 bring them together, and tho_ -.berahlj~is heridi tary, newcomers 
can be admitted by ~1ng a tee -- but no unqualified person i8 allowed 
to remain in the gu.ild, or to become a member of it. ~re are no inden­
tures ot apprenticeship, but a boy born in one of the castes learns the 
particular crat't trom hie father and eventually takes the place of his 
2
-father as	 a member of the guild.
 
The system of education. th8ll. for the lads of each partioular
 
3 
trade was a domestic one. They were as a matter of course brought up 
to the same trade as their fathers. wllere the father was living and in 
good heal th he would usually train up his own son, and the yoUDg crafts­
man was. from the beginning. trained in actual workshop. 1'hus not only 
was there a most affectionate relationship between teacher and pupil, 
but the training was tree trom the artificiality of the school-room. 
- 'lhe boy was taught by observing and handling real things, and the tather 
1 Mozurndar. History of Edugatiop in 4nOient India. 
2 Keay.	 4neient Indian Education. p. 75 
3 Coomarswaaw. The Industrial Arts of India. Chapter VI 
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.would take a great delight in passing on to his son the skill whioh he 
himself possessed. 
It was not merely a question of actual teaching, but the boy 
would d$y by day absorb uDConsciously the traditions and spirit of the 
particular craft he was learning. Moreover in the majority of occupations, 
a knowledge of reading and writing was no t found very neoessary and there­
fore not learned. But oertain sanskrit works would in some occupations 
be learned by heart. 1llese contained traditional rules relatillg to the 
particular craft and would not only be learned but also explained to the 
novice. 
Thus the edu.cation of the yoUDg craftsman in India was entirely 
vocational, and even narrowly so. Though the religious side of the boy's 
education was not negleoted, on the literary side it was very defeotive, . 
and except for any trea tiles he might have to oommit to memory in oonn­
ection with his oraft, he would have nothing but such sccaps of folklore, 
~thology, epio and other stories that might be handed down in the family, 
or related as the villagers gathered for gossip, and discussion in the 
evenings, or taught by some wandering mendicant or .ample priest. Yet BS 
a vocational education it was not lacking in elements that made it real~ 
valuable. 
OMi& lI3ri&ciTHO 
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CHAPTER 2 T 
POPULAR E!.p;.!JiJTARY m2UOAT19I. 
Side by 8ide with the Brahmanical 8chools, however, there 
-grf1fl up at sOlDe time and in most parts of India a popular system ot 
education which was open generally to all in the village. It must 
have arisen to supply a popular demand tor instruction in reading, 
'1'1 t1Dg and ari thIDatic and was made use ot chietly by the trading 
and agricultural classes in the villages. 
!he history ot Village education in India, goes back per­
haps to the beginniJJg ot the village community. The sohool master 
had a detini te place assigned to him in the village econollU, 1n the 
salDe manner as the headman, the accountant, the wa tchman, and the 
artisan. He was an offioer of the village community. Paid ei ther by 
rent-tree landa, or by assigDIDents ot grains out of Village harvest. 
In all likelihood the earliest sohoolmaster .as the Brahman priest ot 
the village who oftered worship to the village deity on behalf ot the 
difterent classes ot people who 11ved in the village. FrOID this 
tunction discharged by the priest tollowed his subsidiar.Y funotion ot 
imparting instruotion to those of various oastes. The lands which 
supported the priest-schoolmaster were the lands set apart tor the vill­
age idol, and this 1IlCome was usually supplemented by tree will offer­
1 
iJJgs trom	 the soholars and their J;B:rents. 
The pathshalas exiated in all the larger villages. The 
teacher and scholars numbering usually about a dozen or twenty met 1n 
the early morning under a tree in the village or in the shade ot a 
Sadler.	 gQristian Education in East. 1 
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varendah. Sometimes a temple shed or other buildiug might be set 
1 
apart tor their use. ~ere were no regular tees, but the teachers re­
ceived preseIlts averaging about Rs 4 or 8 a month. They often eked 
out their income by tarming or trade. The age ot the scholars would. 
be trom five or si% to twelve years. The curriculum included reading, 
writing and arithmatic. 
AD account given by William Ward in his "View of the Hindus" 
presents us with a s~ilar picture ot these indiglnous schools in Bengal. 
Almost all the larger Tillages in Bengal contain common schools, where a 
boy learns his letters by wri tir.g them, neTer by pronouncing the alphabet 
as in EDgland. He tira t wri tea them on the ground; next wi th an iron 
style or a reed on a palm leat; next on a green plaiLtain leaf. Atter 
the simple letters he writes the compound ones, then the Dames ot men, 
Tillages, animals etc., and then the t1gures. While emplqyed in writiDg 
on leaves all the scholars stand up twice a day with a monitor at their 
head, and repeat the numerical tables ascending from an un1 t to tour, 
and trom four to twenty, and from t\venty to e1ght7 aIj.d from e1ghty to 
one thousand two hundred and eighty; and during school hours they wr1 te 
on palm leaf the strokes by which these numbers are defined. They next 
comm1 t to memory an addition table and count from one to a htmdred; and 
after th1s on a green plantain leaf they write easy SUIDS in addi tiOD and 
subtraction of money; multiplication, and then reduotion ot money measures 
etc. The elder boys as the last course at these schools learn to write 
common letters, agreements. etc. The Hindu schools begin early in the 
morning and continue t111 nine or ten o'clook; after taking some refresh-
mente at home the scholars return about three and continue till dark. 
M 
Masters punish with cane or rod or a truant is compelled to stand or to 
have his arms stretohed till completely tired. Masters are generally 
respec table sudras but more otten Brahmans. 
In the report of the Education Commission ot 1882 there 1s an 
aooount of an indigenous primary sohool in the Bombay ares1delXSZ. nThe 
ordinary dail3' routine of a Hindu indigenous school is nearly the same 1n 
all parts of the presidenoy. Each morning at about six o'olook, the Pantoji 
who is i.D most cases a Brahman, and the priest ot ma~ of the tamilies whose 
children attend the sobool, goes round the village and oollects his pupils. 
This process usual~ occupies some t~. ----~. As soon as he has collected 
a sufficient number of hie pupils, he takes them to the school. For the 
r 
first halt hour a 'Bhupali' or invocation to the sun, Saraswat"(. Granpati 
or some 0 ther de i ty is ohanted by the whole school. Atter this the boys 
.~ can wri te trace the letters of their k1 ttas or copy slips wi th a dry 
pen, the object of this experience being to give tree pla, to ttQgers and 
wrists and to accustom them to the sweep ot the letters. When the tracing 
lesson is over, the boys begin to wri te copies, and the Y0WJges t ohildren 
who have hi therto been merely looking, are taken in hand ei ther by the 
master's son or by one of the older pupils. 1!he IDaster himself generally 
oonfines his attention to one or two of the oldes\ pupils and to those 
whose instruction he has stipulated to finieh within a given time. All 
the pllpils are seated in one small room or varen<1ah and the confusion of 
sounds whioh arises trom three or four sets of boys readiJJg and shouting 
out their tables all at the same time almost baftles description. 
In the Madras Presidency these schools were known as Pyal schools. 
For the village school a Pyal is lls1.1&l33 lent by the headman of the village. 
2fj 
'­
ne scholars s~ t on the Pyal "bench", leaving theKoredu "plattorm" tor 
the teacher. The main purpose ot the ~l~schools was to give instruction 
in the three R'B 'but of arithmatic only the simplest element8 were taught. 
A great deal of time was spent in construing and memor1ziDg beautifl1l but 
obscure poems written in "high dialect". The average number ot children 
was about twenty and the school had no appara tus except the 8an~ ground, 
certain amaH blackboards and some kajan leaves tor writing. A. sort ot 
discipline was maintained by a constant and otten severe use ot cane. 
!he teacher very otten was a Brahman. When & new Bcholar was to be re­
ceived into the school the teacher and hi8 scholars came to his house and 
he was handed over to the teacher by hiB parenta • Various religious and 
sooial ceremonie8 were performed and amoDgst other things the master made 
the pupil repeat the whole alphabet, taught him a prayer to Gauesti, 
and guided his hand in writing in a flat vessel ot rice the name of 
"Vishnu" or "Siva". The pay of the teacher =1ght be a8 much a8 Hs 15 to 
Hs 25 a month in the oase ot boys whose parenta were rich; but in Pyal 
schools tor poor boys, his emoluments only amounted to Rs 5 to :as 10 a 
month. The pay of the teacher waa received not o~ by regular monthly 
fees but by certain customary presenta on testivals and other oocasions. 
Be8ide8 learning the three R' 8, a pupil obtained a knowledge of about tour 
or five great clas8i08 of the Tanul or Telugn language. These books be­
iug a180 the moral oode of the people, had value from the point of view 
ot moral training. Some of these books Which had been printed in cheap 
edi tiona were in the handa of scholars, but very often only the teacher 
possessed the bOOks. Writing was taught in close connection with readiDg 
and the pupil began to write his lessons when he commenced the alphabet. 
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ne alphabet was learnt by wri ting with the fiDger on the san~ ground. 
Later he began to write ~ith a pencil on a kind of a small blaokboard or 
~ 
slate, the surface of Which was prepared from rice or oharcoal. Then he 
had the privilege eventually of writiDg either with an iroD s~yle on Ka~an 
leaves, or with a reed pen on paper. Trading or agrioultural aooounts 
were taught as well as the oompod tiOD of notes of land, leases, agree­
ments eto., and the reading ot the vernacular ourrent hand. Education 
began usually at the age ot tive Y'ears. School cOlIIQe:pced at about sU: 
o'olook in the morning. In the afternoon ot each sohool daY' the pupil 
oopied the next day's lesson on his slate, and showed it to the master 
who oorrec ted it and heard him read it two or three times. The pupil 
then took it home and learnt it bY' heart tor repetition to the teacher 
next morning. 
Thus in various parts ot India we find that there were exist­
ing popular elementary sohools baving the same general teat'.1res though 
differing in some details. '!hie Widespread vernacl1lar elementary edu­
cation existed side bY' sida with the Saoskrit schools and there was no 
mutual dependence or oonnection between them. The former existed for 
the trading, commercial and agrioultural olasses While the latter tor the 
1 
religious and the priestly classes. 
While the Brahamanic sohools of leaming reached but a small 
fringe of the immense popula tion the village school had a much wider 
range. It was an integral part of the village llte. The 80il, ohief 
souroe of wealth in that agricultural land was controlled by the OOIllJlUU­
ity, though not to the exclusion ot private ownership. The civil offices ­
headman, acoountant, priest, sohoolraaster, etc., were herell tary in 
Keay. Ancient Indian Educatiop. 1 
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familias and carried with it for the inoumbent an allotment from the vill­
age land. 
Ifhe village school (pathsala) like the village itself was founded 
on the sanction of the "shastras". In its primitive form it was a mere 
alass of village boys from five years of age to ten or twelve, sons at land­
owners, traders and cul tiva tors assembled around the mas ter under a spread­
ing trae or under a shed. The instruotion was oral and as each boy had his 
own task the older pupils taught the yOUDger. Tra01ng the letters 011 a 
sand board with the fingers, and afterRards on the ground with a a rayon 
oonstituted the earliest exaroi•••• later words and sentenoes were written 
on palm leaf or a prepared wooden tablet' w1th a reed pen dipped in charooal 
ink, the numerioal tables, mone;v, weights, measures, and II1mple accounts 
completed the course ot instruction. In some parts especially in Punjab, 
there were attempts at regular gradation ot classes. 
Thus, the village sohool in whioh only the vernacular l&DgUage 
was used, was entirely distinct from the Sanskrit "tols", The tormer had 
au eminantly praotical aim, whatever formative influeIlCe they exeroised 
was due to the p.rsonal character of the teaoher; to the ethioal maxims 
whioh were oopied and reoited; and to the stories and verses rehearsed to 
the pupils. This village system of education spread throughout India 
While the Brahmanioal system ot eduoation in its full development was oon­
tined to "the middle landtt of India. 
"We find in 'Ls11 ta Vis tara' tha t sohools for elementary edu­
cation did exist everywhere and were generally held under the trees in 
open air or duriug hot weather in oonerso sheds and the school equipment 
'!as also very slmple.- ~ - ---. --=- r- -= c-:= 
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In later times we find that in elementary 80hools the older 
, 
students were often used by the teachers to teach the younger pupils aDd 
it W8S from India that this oheap sY8tem of managing a school known a8 
1 
the monotorial system was introduced into England b.1 Andrew Bille. !he 
oomparative poverty of indigenous schools renders it impossible for the 
sohool master to prOVide assistance for himself b.1 the appointment of 
additional teachers. Except in rare c8ses, an indigenous system has but 
a single master, and the difficulty of 1nstl"\1ction in a growing sohool 
is overcome by the 8ystem of pupil-teachers. The "monatorial system" 
whiob made 8uch s trl1t1ng progres8 in England, reoe i ved its inspira tion 
from the Village schools of South India. Dr. Andrew Bell whose name is 
associated wi th the "monotorial system" in England, during his residence 
in India, his attention was directed to the system of pupil teachers that 
obtlained in Madras Pyal sohoo18 &1ld which 1D essence was also the lIystern 
2 
in the Bengal pattlsalas. 
There W88 then, before the British government took over con­
trol of eduaatiOD in India, a Widespread, popular indigenous wyatem. It 
was not confined to one or two provinces but was found in various parts 
of India though some district8 were more advanced than others. In the 
enquiry made for 11adras Presidenoy in 1882-6 it was calculated that 
rather less than one-sixth of the boys of 8chool-going age received edu­
3 
cation of some sort. In the similar enquiry made for .Bombay ?res Idenoy 
1823-28, the DUlIlber of boys under instruction was put down as about one 
4 
in eight. In one of the distriots in Bengal, when AdallS carried out 
his enquiry he found 13.2% of the whole male population receiving in­
'­
1 Mazumdar. A RiatglX of Education 1p A,pcient India. 
2 Sadler. Christian Education in the East. 
3 
4 
Madras report for Education CQmm1S8ipp laS2. 
F. W. Thomas. Ristow and Prospeots of~ritish Ec1l1Oation in IQ!!,1.a. Chap.l 
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struction. W1lliam Ward says that it was supposed that about One-
fifth of the male population of Bengal could read. In some parts of 
India the number under ins truc tion would probably be less than in the 
three provinoes mentioned. Widespread, therefore as elementar.1 edu­
cation was, it only touahed a ver.1 small fringe of the population. 
1 Adam. mort ~1:1 Y.ewcular Educa tion in Bengal 1835-38. 
2 Ward. A,yiew of the H1ngoos. 1i 503 
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CHAPTER .3~ 
M2ijAMBT?AN EDYQ4TIOI 
Mshmud of Ghami was the first Mohamedan ruler who made an.v 
very treat impression on India. About 1000 B. C. he made numerous raids 
and most ot his att.oks were direoted against temples and monastaries of 
Hinduism. In m&Q1 plaoes he tore down all the institutions of learning 
whioh had been es tablished tor oenturies and in their plaoes he bull t up 
mosques and around these mosques were olustered up and developed edu.oation­
al oenters oalled maktales or madrasas. Mahmud was a great patron of learn­
iug and a staunah friend of learned men. Every year he set aside 400,000 
dinars tor the maintenance of learned poets and men. He tounded a lIuni_ 
versity supplied with a vast oolleotion of ourious books in various laDg­
uages. It contained also a museum ot natural ouriosities. For the main­
tenanoe of this establishment he appropriated a large sum of mOIl83' besides 
a suffioient fund for the maintenanoe of the students and proper persons 
1 
to instruot youths in the arts and soienoes. 
Mahmud appointed ttAnsari" the most literary man of the age to 
superintend literature. Mabmud himself was not onl1 zealous for eduoation­
a1 .dvam....t 'but !le passed hiB seal on to his tollowers. Dtlring the 
reign ot lla.sud "so lD8D3' oolleges, mosques, and religious edifioes were 
built in the various parts of his domains that it is impossible to enumer­
2 
ate them. 
There was a slight deoline in the 11 terary world when the Sultan 
of the house of Ghor oame to the throne. For fifty years the oount17 was 
in a state of war and oonfusion and very little stress was laid on education. 
1 Briggs. Ferishta. Vol. I p. 61 
2 Law ~ Promotion of Learning in India DI1ring lIJhatnedan Rule. p.12 
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Gradually it became more peaceful and attention was turned again t_o a 
revival ot learning. We IDIl8t keep this thought in the foreground, 
that all these literary efforts were predominated by a religious zeal 
which was purely lOOhamedan. While he was at Ajmere, JIohaDmed Ghari, 
it is related by Hasan lUzami "destroyed the pillars and foundations 
of the idol temples and built in their stead mosques and oolleges, and 
the precepts ot Islam and the customs of the law were divulged and 
1 
established. 
!he founder of the slave d,ynasty, Outleuddin was educated in 
a school at N1ahapur. As in the case of his predeoessors he was so 
thoroughly imbued wi th zeal for li:>hamedaniam that hi. a ttaoka against 
Hindu1am were violent. A. raid was made on a monastic university and in 
its place a Mohamedan college was 8et up. 
King A.l tamash founded a large Madrasah at Delhi, the seat ot 
learning at that time. Of all Mchamedan rulers Firoz Shah was the most 
zealous in promoting education among h1e subjeots. He established a 
college at Firozaliad. Barni describes 11; as surpassing all the other 
2 
Indian Madrasahas of the time, in architecture and literary attalD1Dents. 
51kander, a poet and literary man, required that all h1e mil­
1tary men should receive an education. Mnslim oul ture was not confined 
to Delhi kings alone. Allover India there spraIJg up ~ a small ldng­
dom which made its own contribution to the Ishamie learning in the country. 
Ifhe founder of the Bahmani house (1347-1358 A.D.) knew Persian 
3 
and toOk care for the education ot his sons." In 1378 A.D. Mahmud Shah 
Bahmani founded a lrfadrasah in which orphans were edueated. !hey were 
supported by state. From this precedent oame the establishi:og of other 
1 Law. ~rQgwt1on of Learnipg in India during lfohapmedap Rule. p.1S 
2 Ibid. p.60 
3 Law. Promotion of Learning in India during Mohammidan Rule. p.82 
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schools tor orphans. 
Mohamed Ouli Outle Shah was a liberal promoter ot educat1on. 
While he was on the throne several colleges and pUblic seminaries were 
established and learned professors were placed 1n them. By the end of the 
16th century primary schools were established in several towns in the houses 
ot the teachers. 
Ba11er, the first of the great )i)ghal emperors and a scholar in 
Pers1an and Aeab1r entrtlsted to the public works department the bulld1ng of 
schools and colleges. Akhar was the t1rst lDlslim monarch who was eager to 
assist in Hindu. education. Hindus and Mohammedans studied in the same 
:t 
colleges. 
Akbar's interest in, and care for, education 18 shown by a 
passage in the AiD-1-Akbar1 (Ins titutes ot Akbar) ~s work, which was 
composed by Abul Fasal, conta1ns a most 1nteresting account ot his admin­
1ltrat1on. f.he follow1ng passage refers to eduoationa 
"In every country but especially in Hindustan boys are kept tor 
years at school, where they learn the consonants and vowels. A great pel'­
tion of the life of the students is wasted by making them read m&uy books. 
B1s majesty orders that every school boy shoui.d first learn to write the 
letters of the alphabet, and also learn to trace their general forms. Be 
ought to learn the shape and name of each letter, which may be done in two 
days, when the boy should proceed to write the jomed 1etters • i'he,y 'tDfq 
be practiced for a week, atter which the boy should learn some prose and 
poet17by heart, and then COlJIDit to memo17 some verses to the praise of 
God or moral sentences, each wri tten separa tely. care is to be taken that 
he learns to understand everythiDg himself, but the teacher'll1B3 ass1st 
1 Ibid p. 160 
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him a little. He then ought for some time to be dally practiced in writ­
lDg a hemstich or a verse, and w11l SOOD acquire a current hand. The 
teacher ought especially to look after tive thiDgs, knowledge of the letters, 
meanings or words, the himistich, the verse, the former lessons. If this 
method of teaching be adopted a boy- wlll learn in a month, or even a year, 
what it took others years to understand, 80 much 80 that pupll wlll get 
quite astonished. Eve17 boy ought to read books on morals, arithmatio, 
the notation peculiar to arithmatic, agriculture, mensuration, geometry, 
~siogno~, household matters, the rules or government, medicine, logic, 
1 
and history; allot whioh may- be graduallY acquired." 
"MOhammedan educational institutions are distinguiahed as Maktales 
or jRdrasahas. The Maktale is a primary school attached to a mosque, the 
chief business or whioh is to iZ18truot boys in those portions of the Koran 
which a Mohaamedan is expeoted to mow by hean in order to perform his de-
VOtiOD. and other religious functions. Somet~es instruction in reading, 
wri tine; and simple arighmatic is also included in the ourrioulum. The 
UBdrasahas are schools or oolleges of higher learning." 
It was the oustom for all Ji>halIlQiedan boys to attend a Maktale 
where they might lEIBrn certain portions Of the Koran. Adam in his report on 
eduea tion in Bengal (1835-1836) says with regard to J4adrahasas It In the 
Arabic schools the oourse of stucw takes a much higher range. The gram­
matioal works are numerous, systemized and profound; oomplete courses ot 
reading on rhetoric, logic and law are embraced, the external observanoes 
and fundamental dootrines of Islam, and Ptoleuw ot astrono~ in trans­
lation, are not UDknown, other branches ot natural philoso~ are also taught; 
ana the whole oourse is orowned by perusal of treatises on M8ta~Bics 
2 
deemed the highest attainment of the instructed acholar. t1 
1 Ke~. Anciept Indian Education. p. 124 
2 Xeay. Ancient Indian Edueation. p. 140 
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1lohammedan learning was open to such a small percentage of the 
population that it has never become a very great factor in the life ot the 
count17· 
CIno.! CI:B:Jid:THO 
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CHAPTER .4
 
ERI TISH GOVJitRNWNT EDUCATICti 
We have seen tba t in the pre-Bri tish period in India, there 
were tour methods of eduoation at work, viz., the instruotion given by the 
Brahmans to their disci,les; the tol., or seats ot Sanskrit learning; the 
Maktales or lIadrassas for Mohammedans and primary schools in almos t every 
village of note. ,/hen the East India COmpan.:v attained poli tical 8uprem­
aey in India, they did not bestow an.:v though.on the education of the in­
1 
habitants of their dominions. In the early days of its dominion in India, 
the Eae t India Compan,y had li t tIe incl1n.a tion for the doubt.ful ex­
periment of intruduoing western learning into India. Warren Hastings, the 
dominating figure of the time, was a genuine admirer of the laws and lit­
erature of the East. His policy was to enable the anoient learning to 
revive and flourish under the protection of a stable goverm4ent and to 
interfere as little as possible with the habits and oustOID8 of the peopl~. 
Even the _4.ct of 1813 whioh set apart a lakl of rupees for the introduction 
and promotion of a knowledge of the soiences was interpreted as a soheme for 
the enoouragemellt of Sanskrit and Arabic. In the followiJ:Jg year the court 
of Direotors instruoted the governor general to leave the Hindus "to the 
praotioe of usage, long established among them, of giVing instruotion in 
their own homes, and to enoourage them in the exeroise and oul tiva tiou of 
their talents by the stimulus of honorary marks of distinotion and 1n some 
Z 
oases by grants ot pecuniary assist8noe." 
I B. D. Basu. Eduoation in India under E, I. COmpallV. p. 1 
I ifhe India Year Boo~. 1924:. "Educationtt 
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It was political expedienoy whioh prompted the Indian 
government to undertake the edu0ation ot the Indians. But as years 
rolled on, it beoame patent to some thoughtful Anglo-Indians, that 
their dominion in India could not last long unless education -- es­
1 
peoially wes tern -- was diffused among the inhabitants of that land. 
However the Indian govermuent did not take the initiative in 
the matter of the eduoa tion of the people ot t~. oountry. It was the 
people themselves who had to take the initiative and to do the needful. 
In thie direotion the people of Bengal were the first to understand the 
neoessity of eduoating their oount17men by their own efforts. ~here was 
one man amo:agst them, who rray be truly oalled the prophet ot his race, who, 
understanding the importance of eduoation in elevating his oountrymen in 
the soale of nations, spared neither trouble nor mon~ to get that object 
~ 
aooomplished. '1!ba t man was the oelebra ted Ram lIohumJi0Y'. It was he who ~ 
oonoeived the idea of tha't edaoational iusti tutiOD wblah came to be the 
well-known Hindu oollege ot Bengal. It was the first 1nstitation ot its 
kind in India and it worked wonders, because the educated men it turned 
out were the pioneers ot all those movelIl8U ts in Bellgal whioh made the 
Province the "Brain of India. 1t 
Private enterprise in the matter of education was not l1m1ted 
to the presidency townB ot Calout ta bat it extended also to lJIaII3 a mo­
tussll station ot note. ~hU8 one BerAgali gentleman named JoY' Barain 
, 
Ghoshal, an iDgabitant ot Benaras established a sohool in the neighbor-
hoot of that oi ty where nearlY' 200 ohildren, Hindu and lWlelman, were 
Boon oollected for instruction and great ngmbers oontinued to apply for 
B. D. Basu. EduoaUoB in India under East India Oompa~. p.4 1 
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1 
admission. 
In the distriots of the Bombay Presidenoy also, several lnatitu­
tiona for the education of the natives were founded by the voluntary con­
tributiona and donations of the people themselves. It is not neoes8a~ to 
IIlll1 tiply other instances of private enterprise in matters eduoational. In 
the light of the faots narrated here, it oan not be said that the government 
took the initiative in the diffusion of education or rather higher edu­
cation amongst the people of India. Heavan helps those who help themselves. 
And it was because the people tried to help themselves in education that 
2 
the educational policy of the government met with some sucoess. 
It was from sources other tban government that the desire for 
Western knowledge arose in Indla. In 1816, David Bare, an English watch­
make:tJ in caloutta, India, joined hands wi th the enlightened Brahmin Jl:)han 
RoS', to mati tute the Hindu oollege for the promotion of Western seoular 
learnlng. Fifteen years later, the oOlZlDi ttee of Publio Ins traction in 
Bengal reported that a taste for English had been wiselS' diseminated and 
tha t independent schools conduoted by eduoated S'OUDg Indians have sprung 
up. The same phenomena was observed on the western side of India, and 
MOunt Sturart Elphinstonets Minutes on Education dated March 1824, deserves 
partioular notioe for its reoognition of the necessity of introduoing a 
knoWledge of European soienoes into any sohelDe of education, as well as 
for its wise restraint in dealing with oriental learning. 'It is sutfio­
lantly olear that not only an interest was arollBed by reformers but suff­
ioient attempts were carried out for the promotlonof Engllsh education. 
'f'he struggle between the "Orientalists" andthe t1ADgl1cists" over 
1 B. D. Basu. l!ly:cation in Indil under Ese t India Company. p. 46 
2 B. D. Basu. Education in India under East India CompaIlY. p. 50 
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the question of the possibility of eugrafting modern Western knowledge on 
the old Indian stook oame to a head. Herein lies the signifioa2lOe of \} 
ul&,1' s famoa tirade on Oriental science. which deserves quoting for 
the contrast it forms to the jluster estimate of Elphinstone. "~he question 
before us, he writes, i.- simply whether, when it is in our power to teach 
this laIlgU8ge - English - we shall teach languages in which by W1iversal 
confession there are no books on any subject compared to our own; whether, 
when we oan teaoh European 8cience, we shall teach systems, which, by 
universal confession, wherever they differ trom those of Europe, di. ffer for 
the worse; and whether when we patronise sound philoso~ and true history, 
we shall oountenarc e at the pUblic expense, medical doctrines which woald 
disgrace an English farrier, ••tronoOW' which would move to laughter the 
girls at 811 English Boarding sohool, history abounding with kiDgs thirty 
feet high and reigns thirty thoUlS,aUd years loug and. geograplW made up of 
seas of treacle and seas of butter." He was quite otf the mark in his es­
timation of ancient Hindu science, hietory and 11 terature and hopelessly 
wrong in his vehement antipatlw to the view that, if modern science is to 
be taught; it should be taught through the medium of Indian languages. Be 
that as it may, it's result was that the government of Lord William Bentick 
made the following momentous resolution. IfHis Lordship in Council i8 of 
opinion that the great object of the British'government ought to be the 
promo t i on 0 f llllropean li tera ture and soie2lOe amoDgs t the na tives 0 f India. 
and that all the funds appropriated for the purpose of eduoa1;1on would 
be best employed on English Education alone." lfh18 ga7e con8iderable im­
petus to Eng11sh education, as figures w11l show. Whereas the committee 
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had no more thaD 14 institutions under it's control in Bengal. when ABc-
Oilulay Joined it. this number was more than trebled by the end of 1837, the 
larger part being ADglo Vernacular schools and colleges. Progress continued 
along these lines in Bengal and more slowly in other provinces, until in 
1852 the number under instruction in govel'DlDent colleges amounted to 24,372 
1 
of whiCh 9.893 were for Engli8h Eduoation. 
Meanwhile educational Institutions had so multiplied in India that 
the time was beooming ripe for the decisions arrived at in Sir Cbarles Wood's 
Dispatch of 18M. The. old idea had been that the education imparted to tbl 
h~er olasses of society would gradually filter down to the lower classes. 
The Dispatoh of 1854 reoognizes the fallaoy of this policy aDd marks a de­
parture from the "fil tra tion" polioy and a reoogni tion on the part of an 
enlightened government of educational duties, even towards seotions of the 
population who had never entertained the idea of government obligations in 
their direotion. The result of the dispatCh was the formation of Depart­
ments of Publio Instruction on lines whiCh do not differ at all essentially 
from Departments of Publio Instruction of the present day. They represent 
a direot desertion of "filtration" polioy and an attempt on the part. of the 
government of "combat the ignoranoe of the people which may be oonsidered 
2 
the greatest ourse of the country." 
~he Di8patCh of 1854 and orders based u.pon it led to efforts to 
extend primary education 80 as to reaCh the masses and also to establish a 
system of Inspection wi th a view to guaranteeing the efficiency of Private 
Institutions whioh should be allowed grants-in-aid and Inspection, as well 
as government institutions themselves. "Expansion under Control" 8ums up 
. the aims of this combined system of grants-in-aid and inspection of private 
1 H. R. James. Education and Statesmanship in India. p.34 
2 India Year Book. 1919 p. 402 
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agenoies. As Mr. James puts it "Local management under government in­
speotion stimulated by grants-in-aid, was to supplement and fina1l7, per­
l 
haps in large measure, to supersede direot management by govenwent." 
The latter part of the sentenoe I:IIa)' have been the inspiration 
of the commission ot 1882 appointed to inquire into the way in whioh the 
reoolJlDendations of the lispatch of 1854 had been oarried out. 'fhe result 
of the COmmission was to relax the control exercised by government over 
education. Government's withdrawal was intended to refer only to secondary 
eduoa tion. The idea was to enoourage private enterprise in the founding of 
secondary schools. Perhaps the most oreditable feature of the COmmission's 
report was its insistance on the importance of primary education and its 
reoOlDDlenda tion that the primary edaca tion be deolared to be tha t part of the 
Whole system of publio instruotion whioh possesses an almost exclusive olaim 
on local funds set apart for education, and a large olaim on prOVincial rev­
enues. ~e least oredi table f'ea ture is its recolJIDenda tion "that preference 
be given to that system which regulates the aid given mainly acoording to 
the resul ts of examination". ~o pay b7 results is Wilfully to enoourage 
2 
the C ran:miDg ins ti tut ion and lower the standard. 
Government polic7 with regard to schools has been to provide a 
small number of institutions which ara to be regarded as models tor pri­
vate enterprise. At the same time th8.1 insist on a oareful inspection of' 
all sohools, whe ther they are ran by muoic ipsli t1 es or local boards, by 
priva te individuals or by missionary or 0 ther so oiet ies. Priva te enter-
l'rise is encouraged by an extensive sys tem of' grants-in-aid, which are 
dependent on the effioiency of the school, and its expenditure on teaohers 
and general equipment. 
1 H. R. James. lducation and Statesmanship in India. p. 48 
2 Indian Year Book. 1919 Education p. 402 
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Secopdary SchoQls. 
~here is some dii'ficulty in the classification of schools, 
secondary and primary. "Secondary schools are divided into English and 
Vernacular in the first place. In the former, English is a subject of 
instruction in the lower part and the medium of instruction in the 
upper part of school. In the latter English is Dot taught in any way. 
In the second place these schools are divided into high and middle schools. 
111 the former, instruction in its highest branches leads to the standard 
of matriculation for a university; in the latter, instruction is carried 
to a standard wi thin three years of that in high schools. 'rhus there are 
four kinds of schools I English (a) High (b) Middle 
II Vernacular (a) High (b) Middle 
Of these, the first two are often called ADglo-Vernacular as they com­
bine instruction through the medium ot vernacular with instruction through 
the medium of English. The posi tion of English a8 a foreign language and 
as a medium ot instruction in public schools was discussed 'b3' a represen­
tative comi ttee which met at Simila in 1917 under the chai1"lDlmshlp of 
S1r Sankara Nair, the then education member. .u though it was generally 
conceded that the teaching of school subjects through a medium Which was 
imperfectly UDders tood led to cramming and memorizing of text-books, the . 
use of English medium WBS defended by 80me on the ground that it improved 
the knowledge of :English. However some local authorities have since then 
approved of schemes providing for the recognition of local vernacular as 
1 
media of instruction and examination in certain subjects. SOIJe provinces 
have advanced further in this matter than others. ne United Province 
~as the first to take the lead. "It is now six years since the English 
1 n, India leaf Book. 1914 p. 336 
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~aDgU&ge ceased to the the medium of instru.ction in the primar.f and middle 
classes of English schools. Opponents of the change had prophesied a 
lowering of the standard of attainment in Eagl1sh, but so far as can be 
made out, EDgl1sh in sohools is somewhat better than it was at the be­
ginning of the quinquennium, and with the intensification of teaohing in 
the periods alloted to the English language, there should be fUrther im­
provement. ~e Punjab also adopted the vernacular medium in their middle 
classes in 1917. The senate of the Calcutta tmiversity has adopted a res­
olution to the efteot that "instruction and examination in all subjects ot 
the high school other than English shall be oonduoted in the vernacular." 
PrimarY Schools. 
Here again there is a 'difficulty of classification owing to 
different systems prevailing in the different provinoes. However they are 
diVided generally according to grade into lower primary and upper primary. 
Primary schools, as the review points out, have been clefined as the edu­
cation of the IPs8e8 through the vernacular. On the 31st. of JIlrch 1922, 
there were 169,057 primary sohools in British India oonta1n~ 7,549,924 
soholars. ('!he latter figure doe8 not include 604,674 soholars reading in 
the primary classes Of seoondary schools). ~he total direct expenditure 
on primar,y schools during the year 1921-22 amounted to lis 509,908,107. 
lJ!he primary schools are mainly under the direction Of local boards -and 
munioipalities. In 1911, the late Mr. G. K. Gokbale pleaded in the im­
perial Legislative Ooumll for a modified system of compulsory pr1mary ed­
ucation, but the government was unable to acoept the proposal, mainly tor 
financial reasons. In recent years seven provincial legisla tures have 
passed primary eduoation acts authorising the introduction ot compulsory 
1 Progress ot Education in India. 1917-22 
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eduoation by local option. Bombay led the way in this matter by a Pri­
vate Bill Which was passed into law in Feb., 1918. The other Private 
Bills whioh followed were those of Bihar and Orisa, passed in Feb •• 1919, 
of Bengal passed in ~, 1919, aDd of United Provinces passed in June. 1923. 
Of the government measures, the J?un.1ab Aot was passed in April, 1919. the 
Central Provinces Act in May, 1919 and the Madras Act in OCtover, 1920. 
Ordinarily the age limits of oompulsion are from s1% to ten years. though 
provision is made for prolonging the period. The Aots generally provicle 
that, subjeot to the sanction of the local government. education where oom­
1 
pulsory t should be free. 
Rural Schools. 
In the Provinces of Bengal, the Punjab and the Central Provinoes 
a distinction 18 drawn between rural and urban pr1ma1'7 sohools. ~he ourr­
ioulum differs aooording to this distinotion. In the Central Provinoes 
the distinotion was. up to the time of the publioation of the last reView, 
one of time mainly, to allow boys to spend half their time in agrioultural 
work. The objleot of the rural sohools is not so much to teaoh agriculture 
as to train the minds of prospeotive agrioulturalists in an elementary way. 
In 1905 an attempt was made in Bombay to introduce agrioultural text-boOks, 
the effect ot which may only have been to destroy the faith of the boys in 
their father's primitive methods without baving a~ appreoiable influenoe 
on the improvement of agricul tural practioes. About a year wo a meeting 
of educational inspector. deoided against this experiment. The whole question 
ot remodelling the rural school oourn has been reconsidered and in Bombay 
at least that and the ordinary primary course has been brought oloser to­
gether. A boy who starts in a rural school can now complete the whole pri-
India Year BoOk. 1924 Education p.336 1 
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mary oourse in the same time as a boy who s tarts in an urban school. At 
the same time an attempt had been made to make rural ed1.1oation, however 
elementary, form a system of elementary eduoation which should be oomplete 
in i teelf. The last governmental resolution deolares it to be "not praot­
icable at present in most parts of India to draw a~ great distinotion be­
tween the currioula of rural sohools and the urban. primary schools, but in 
the latter class of sohools there is special soope for practical teaching 
of geograph.Y, school excursions, etc., and the natural BtUdB' should vary 
with the environment and some other form of simple knowledge of the 100a11ty 
might advantageously be substituted for the stu~ of the village map. As 
oompetent teachers become available, a greater differentiation in the oourses 
will be possible. Such differentiation has loug been found a perplexing 
problem, and it may be doubted whether wi th wisdom 8'D3 but 1Ddef1nite diff­
1 
erences can be introduoed." 
Indian Year Book. 1919 Education p. 410 1 
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INTRODUCTION 
The Indian village raises some of the hardest problems that 
can be fOUDd in educational administration. The problem of rural ed­
ucation in India is one that has agitated the government, missions, 
and other private agenoies for ~ years. Yet despite this fact, 
there is a lack of unanimity as to how this is to be accomplished and 
wha t type of eduoa tion is to be given. There are maDS' reasons wlw 
this problem is so difficult to solve. .- . 
(1) In the first place its very magnitude is appalling. 
There are about 700,000 villages with a population of about 280,000,000 
people ( over 9~; of them illitrate ), an average population of about 
360 to a village. This would yield a population of less than 60 chil­
dren of school age. At present the total number of primary schools for 
boys and girls in all India is 142,203 and a large proportion of these 
are in the cities. Onets mind finds it diffioult to visualize so gi­
gantic a task, to work out in oold figures the barest educational re­
quirments for suoh a mul ti tude -- the number of teachers and su.per­
visors that would be required, the buildings and equipment that would 
be needed, is most disheartening. Yet this must be accomplished it 
India is to be prepared for responsible government and for a place of 
equality in the Empire. 
(2) "Under present social conditions, it is often very dif­
ficult to gather even this lwpothetical sixty into one sohool, for so­
cial and religious differences forbid it. The sixty fall into different 
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groupSJ (a) Boys and girls; lb) high caste, low caste, and out­
oaste; and some of these groups ordinarily refuse to attend a~ 
sohool attended by others. 
(3) The eoonomio level of ma~ of the villages is ex­
oeedingly low that the villagers oan oontribute little or nothiDg 
toward the support of the sohools, and the weal th¥ landowner or 
even well-to-do farmer has ~ no means disoovered yet that it 1s 
to his benefit to educate the oultivator, much less the outcaste. 
(4) There i8 in India very little public opinion in 
favor of the education of the oOlJll1on folk. This is not surprising 
when we find the peroentage of illitracy (adult) quoted at 89% 
among men and 99% amoDg women. 
(5 ) The natural solution 0 f providing central sohools 
is not widely feasible, at least for girls and the younger children 
of primary grade as social habit, olimatio oonsiderations, exposure 
to physical dangers militate against young ohildren going more than 
1 
a short distance to sohool." 
"There are ma~ more diff1cul ties, however, than the mere 
faa t of the numbers involved. The poverty of the people, their 
need of their children's time to secure even the meagre economio 
help the,y oan give; their indifference to education and its bene­
fits; the laok of publio opinion in favor of educating the laboring 
classes, the divisive force of oaste which makes it most diffioult 
to educate caste and outcaste pupils in the same school; the small 
size of the villages ( average population about 360 ) which neoessi­
tates small and hence expensive sohools, the conservatism of the 
1 Commission of InqUiry: Village Education in India. pp. 25-26. 
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people and their unwillingness to co-cperate in a oonsolidated school 
1 
all add to the problem. II 
The present condition of rural education oonfronted as it 
is by 80 maD,Y problems, is disheartening and very unsatisfactory. 
A. Village schools fail to hold a large majority of the 
pupils. The pupils have a dislike for the present type of rural school 
because 
1. The education given is not in terms of their village life 
and needs. It is oonfined to three E's. It bears little relationship 
to their experience and needs and as a result their progress is slow 
and discouraging. Broadly speaking, the dominant type of education in 
India has been 11 terary, with little relationship to village life and 
needs. 
2. The education as at present given is not related to their 
interests and impulses. The work given is not interesting to pupils 
because instruction given is not related to their interests and im­
pulses and hence ohildren dislike the present lcind of education and the 
result is that their progress is so slow and discouraging. 
3. The eduoation as at present given neither prepares them for 
richer lives in their villages nor does it prepare them for advanced 
education. The system of education has failed to provide a type of ed­
ucation that will fit the majority for the kind of life they will have 
to live. Education as at present given due to its overwhelming liter­
arJ nature draws the pupil away from the village and makes them indis­
-... 
posed to follow the industries by which their fathers have earned their 
livelihood instead of creating a desire in them to improve the village 
1 W. J. M:JXee: Rural Education in India. In International Heviav'/ 
of Missions - July 1923 
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conditions. Nor does the present type of education prepare the vil­
lage children for advanced work because of the habits of inattention 
and apat~ which are engendered. 
B. Village schools fail to appeal to the parents. 
1. 'tll'he education as at present given is of 110 economic value 
to the parents. As a result there are classes of rural population that 
see no value in the kind of education offered. Cultivators and artisans 
loOk upon educa tion as a tra ining for 11 terary career a21d bel ieve that 
attendance at school anfi ts their boys for continuing their hendi tary 
occupationa. The Villager sees no value in the school for the rllral 
1 
career of his children. II At the economic level of rural India the 
earning capacity of the average boy 1n his own village must be raised 
if education is to get Widespread support. 
2. It creates in the child dissatisfaction with Village con­
ditions instead of creating a .~rong desire to improve their village 
conditions. The village folks feel that the present type of education 
takes their ohildren away from the land as it createa in the child's 
mind dissatisfaction with village conditions and yet it does not pre­
pare them for city life. 
3. The sohools are not related to communit,1 life. The,y are an 
isolated unit and henoe the village oommunity look upon the school as 
something foreign to their village life. The sohool so far has failed 
to link: i tsel! up with the world into whioh the children are going. 
The sohools have not responded to the needs of the village life and 
oOIDlDuui ty and hence have been looked upon with indifference and coldness. 
D. J. Fleming: Sohools with a Message in India. p. 10 1 
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C. Village schools fail to carr.1 out the purposes of ~ 
government and missionary societies. They are dissatisfied with the 
present system of rural education. The returns for the money ex­
pended are "817 small. Even of those who gain the tools of 1 i terary, 
30% lapse back into illitraoy within a period of five years. More­
over few ot those who have received an education have returned to the 
village to help to uplift their fellows with the result that the gen­
eral level ot Village life has changed but little. Moreover the 
present system of education does not adequately meet the needs of our 
village ohristian ooamunity. What are we achievUlg in our mission 
through these Village schools. Yes, to a great extent we have been able to 
turn them out as teachers, preachers but did we reall1 achieve what we 
set out to acoomplish -- enriching the village christian commnnity life 
and building up a strong self-supporting, self-propogating, self-governing 
Indian village churoh. The attitude of missionary societies oan be most 
forcibly stated by a f~1 quotations. The M1ssioDal"lJ Educational Council 
of South India expressed its oonviction in the following resolntion: "That 
tJle .system of primary education as at present given does not adequately 
meet the needs of our ohristian oonrnuni ty may be accepted wi thout further 
proof or oontroversy. We are not seouring under our present system of 
general education what we set out to accomplish but in oertain directions 
we are aotually demoralizing the oommunities amongst which we are working" 
In a recent interView, General Bram;/ell Booth gave the tollowing ori tlcisrt1 
ot the present type of education. "While I do not Wish to dogmatize, it 
seems to me to be a dangerous policy to give a form ot education to chil­
dren which makes them indisposed to follow the industries by Which their 
Inquir,t: Village Education in India. p. 28 1 
1 
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-fathers earned their livelihood. It ought to be possible to give the 
children of India an education that would enlighten them without turning 
their thoughts and minds away from the life and work of their native 
villages. It is unquestionably a. fact that IDl1Ch of the present edu­
1 
ostional system in India is having just that effect." 
tiThe source of defeat lies in this -- in the poverty of the 
people, the ourrioulum illadapted to the needs ot the oountry-side, the 
inadequate training of the teacher, the almost total lack of his after 
care, and the lianitation ot the sphere ot eduoat1on to the soore or BO 
Of wriggling infants, rather than an attempt at an u.plift of the Whole 
2 
~conrnu.ni ty" 
There is another aspect ot the problem, that ot the policy ot 
the British government so far which has been BO defective and detri­
mental to the best interests and development of edacat10n 1n India. 
"The seed of the modern educstional sys tem as it ex18ts today was laid 
in those days of the struggle between the Vi~IS ot the 'Orientalists' 
and the 'Anglioists' whioh oontinu.ed for maDS' years and which in a mod­
ified torm one hears even today. The question was settled in favor ot 
'Angl1cists' after oonsidering the famous Mac£aulY"S Minute of 1835. 
I . f 
Maokauly despaired of these indiginous soho01ls, sayiDg 'we do not at 
present a~ at giving education d1rect~ to the lower classes •••••••• 
we aim at raising u.p an eduaated olass who w111 hereafter, as we hope, 
be the means of diffusing among their countrymen some portion of the 
knowledge we have imparted to them.' He says further: ~'I do not see 
how we can make the present teaohers ot elementary sohools more 
1 W. J. MoKee: Rural Eduoation in India. :p. 4 
2 D. J. Fleming: Sohools with a Message in India. p. 13 
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OO!Dl.)etent or 8upply their places as yet wi th titter men. The evil i8 
one which time can only remeav. Our central schools are the nurseries 
tor school masters for the naxt generation. It we aan raise up a olass 
ot eduoated Indians. they will natural13 diffuse SOale portioD ot this 
1 
knoWledge to the masses. tf 
"1\vo policies in colonial education stand out in sharp contrast. 
JUl administration undertaking the eduoation ot an illitrate nation rDB:9 
begin by eduoa ting a few ot the brightest pupils tound in the easily ao­
cessible upper olasses, titting them tor posts ot minor importance in a 
scale gradual4r rising in digni ty, and trusting that this education 
sprinkled over the top will gradual4r sift through to the l~ers beneath. 
"Or it may begin at the bottom with as marly universal tree 
compulsory eduoation as the financial system w11l permit, and with the 
main emphasis on the extention ot this elementary campaign, to Wipe out 
illitracy, before the tiner details ot university training are added. 
"Universal, tree, compulsory education is the .American ideal. 
They bave tried to apply it in the Phili~:pines and though it is only 16 
years since thEm, it bas made wonderful progress. The Bri tish in India 
while referring to this principle from time to time, have followed qUi te 
the oppoai te method. :Emphasis has been placed on universi ties and the 
Winning of degrees. Their policy and practice in colonial education 
have been • the thorough training of a limited number.' 
"Results in the two countries ofter an interesting oomparison. 
In the sixteen years ot commission givernment in ~e Philippines, 50% ot 
1~an E. Biss: Primary Education 1n Bengal. p. 10 1 
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the ohildren had been plaoed in sohool. In India today, after an ad­
ministration ot over a century, only 20~~ of Indian children are in 
school. There is but one school for every seven towns and villages. tt 
Compulsory and universal elementary education is the question 
ot the hour in India. Progressive Indians have grasped its importance 
and are asking for it. Nearly all oonventions and oonferenoes pass res­
olutions in its favor a"tld even the outcastes talk about it at their meet­
ings. The Begum of Bhopal made the following comment: Eo country or 
oommunity can aspire to a respectable place in the scheme of things un­
less education filters down to the masses. I have therefore resolved to 
introduce free, oompulsory eduoation in the state at as early a date as 
possible. Other native princes, like ~sore,·Baroda, etc., are also in­
troducing compulsory elementary education. 'fhe provincial governments 
are also awakened to the necessity of introducing free compUlsory ele­
mentary education. The Bombay legislative Council have passed an sot 
making education free and COlIIPulsory for boys and girls from six to 
eleven years of age, this act to apply only to municipalities. The Ben­
gal Primary Education Aot aQplies, in the first instance, to municipal­
ities but is capable of extention to rural areas. \v.hile other acts apply 
only to local areas and only boys are included like the Punjab, Bihar 
and Orrisa, While the Central Provinces Act is oapable of extention to 
girls. Ordinarily the age limits of compulsion are from six to ten 
though provision is made fo~ prolODging the period. There is still need, 
and a great need, to draw up a program of universal elementary education 
F. B. Fisher: India's Silent Revolution. Chapter,"Education and 
Democl'scy" p. 155 
1 
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CHAPTER 5~ 
POOR Il\1SUYLCTION A;lD ?RQ!(RESS OF THE :PUPILS 
A child's education includes his progressive development 1n 
ever,v direction -- ~sical, mental, soc1al, rel~1ous. While home, 
church and state co-operate in this, it i8 the cnodern tendenoy to 
throw 1noreas1ng responsibility on the sohool; not only mental train­
ing, but also pb.ysioal, 800ial and moral training are now held to fall 
wi thin 1t8 provinoe. 
Nevertheless, it is still true that, whatever else the sChool 
may be expected to do in promotiDg the ohild's development, 1ts primar,v 
and indispensable business is instruction in the fundamental tools of 
knowledge. Children must learn to read, write and oalculate. In a 
stu~ of the rural education of India, one asks, therefore, forst ot all: 
How well do the ohildren read, wr1te and calculate? And "hat is their 
rate of progress through the sohools? 
As regards the first, how well do the children read, wr1 te and 
calculate, it is difficult to make a~ definite statements about the 
rural schools in India as no standard1zed tests have so far been given in 
aI:\Y of the sohools to show the progress of the children in the fundamental 
tools of knowledge. We can only make a general statement OD the basis of 
observation. any trained observer can not vis1t the var10us village 
sohools throughout India wi thout noting certain general conditions and 
arriviJJg at certain general oonclusions wi th respect to the qual1 1;.1 of 
ins truction. 
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In the numerous ru.ral schools ot India ma~ of the teachers 
are poorly trained and lack experienoe; marw are without adequate 
knowledge ot the sUbjec ts which they teach, and have difticul ty in 
keeping a step ahead ot their pupils. The inevi table result 18 a 
mechanical type ot in.tr.l~tion, whiah emphasizes the absorption ot 
information by the pupil, and the repetition in class of ''what the 
text-book says't in response to questions which call for the words of 
the book instead of an understanding ot the taot, principle, or law 
involved. 
liThe Direotor of Public Instruotion in the Punjab speakiDg 
of instru.otion in the lowest olasses writes: 'Is it a matter of 
wonder that habits of apatQy and mental inertia are engendered and 
that boys whose early eduoation has begun on such lines should show 
a laok ot keeness and originality when they reach the stage When 
1 
such qua11 ties are ez:pected in their work?' " 
"The special oourse in rural eduoation at :a, Punjab. 
India rei terates the fac t • thatit is our oonvic tion that the weak­
neBS and tailures ot rural eduoa tion in India lie ohietly in the tact 
that the eduoational practioes of today are not based upon the funda­
tDentals of edacation 8S generally accepted. In going oontra~ to 
what are noW universally regarded as sound principles, especially the 
psychological basis of education, and the influence and guidance of 
the environment, we can only oourt failure and disaster. The present 
system as we know it is undemooratio and largely devoid of respect' for 
the personality of the child. Regardless ot the natural inst1nots, we 
a ttempt to torce upon him from outside his lite, knowledge in whioh 
Report of Conmission. village Eduoation in India. p. 28 1 
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there is no inherent interest, and the relation of which to his life, 
he is, more often than not, utterly unable to see. Further, such 
methods disregard entire11 the accompanying attitudes that arise, suCh 
as divided attention, evasion, satisfaction not in the achievement 
itself but only in meeting the teacher's demaods and avoiding his dis­
approval or puuishment, individualism and unwholesome rivalry, and all 
the indirect education that goes on when the aotivity does not eDg8ge 
1 
the Whole-hearted interests and purposes of the Child. I " 
The seoond aspect of the 81 tuation muat not be overlooked, 
that of the rate of progress of children through the school. "In 
British India only 2.8% of the population are undergoing elementar.1 
eduoation at &11, namely, 4.5 in the case of boys and .95 in that ot 
girls. ~e percentage in the United States Is 19.8, in England 16.5, 
in Germa~ 13.9, in Japan 13.07. Further, no less than 90% ot those 
\U!.der instruotion are in the lowest primar.1 classes, and there is a 
tremendous leakage between the first and the third and fourth classes, 
followed inevitable by a relapse into 1111traoy ( probably under~ 
estimated at 39% ) of those who bave undergone the average course of 
2 
little over three years." "There must be something rotten with a 
s7stem under Which, as in Punjab, the aggregate attendanoe in the two 
lowest olasses considerably exoeeds half the total attendance at Wl­
3 
stitutions ot all kinds." 
"Statistios of the progress of educatioD in India show that 
of a total attendance at 8000011 and colleges in India of 7,549,000, no 
less thaD 4,898,000 are reading in the infant and first olasses ( whiCh 
1 The Natloual Christian COuncil Review. Rural Eduoation in IndiJ.reprint 
2 Report of Oommis8ion. Village Education in India. p. 27 
3 Seventh ~inquennial Report(1912-17). Progre@s of Education in India. 
p. 122 
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in lome provinces are synoD3mous j. The tounda tio:Q.s appear excessive 
for the superstructure, but the,v are laid in part on a shifting sand 
of casual attendance, in part on a stagnant morass of negleoted ig­
norance • Even after allowance i8 made for negligent or improper reg­
istration, for the use ot the infant olasses as a creche to keep small 
children out of mischief and for the Datural wastage ow1Dg to premature 
withdrawls, there is no doubt that the smaller children recieve but in­
different attention and that many bona fide and willing soholars spend 
an Ullnecessarlly, long time in acquiring the rudiments. I onoe found a 
small school boy of average intelligence weariDg on his siDgle garment 
a oommemorative medal, which he haa received in school two ,ears before; 
he had not ,et mastered the alpbabet. It i8 estimated that in Bomba1 
about 38)'b of the pupils in the infant class stagnate there and that ot 
the pupils admitted to the class only some 18% aotually pass the 4th 
1 
standard." 
This stagnation, re,tarc1ation is one of the worst features ot 
primary education in India. :Ninety per cent ot the pupils are in the 
lower primary olasses and nearl1 half in the most rudimentary stage. 
(llildren have been known to remain six years in the infant olass. The 
tollowing figures tor 133 small Village sohools among the opressed 
classes in a south India district are typical, Infant standard, 2.035 
pupils; second standard 438; third 244; fourth 95. In Bengal for which 
figures are available 46% of the boys in the lower primary school leave 
school at the end of their seoond year or earlier. This briet period 
ot school life, along with the prevalliDg il11 tra te environment and 
Eight ~uinquennlal Report(1917-22). Progress ot Education in India. 
p.119 
I 
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paucity of suitable literature. leads to another serious result, a 
relapse into illitraoy of 39% of those who are edu.oated. 
Percentage of Pupils in Different Stages 1916-17 
Pl'1JDary Stage 
Province High Stage J41ddle Stage Upper Lower 
Madras 
Bombay 
BeDga1 
United Provinces 
Punjab 
BUl'II& 
Bihar and Orissa 
Central Prov1noea 
Assam 
. 
If. W. F. Prov1.Dce 
Other Prov1noea 
India 
22.7 38.3 14.6 24.2 
38.3 53.7 2.9 4.8 
26.1 25.3 23.6 24.a 
19.5 53.1 21.2 6.1 
12.9 34.2 26.1 26.6 
8.1 38.4 33.8 ••• 
34.1 27.7 25.5 12.5 
23.3 76.6 ••• • •• 
26.9 31.1 18.5 23.4 
9.8 46.9 8.2 35.0 
18.2 46.3 18.0 22.5 
24.4 34.4 20.3 20.7 
XIS lIi:JidTHO 
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CHAPTER 6. 
INADEQUATE CURRICULUM 
Ifhe ourrioulum of rural schools 1D India has not been 
primarily related to village tnterests and village oonditions. Ohil­
dren have been e4ucated apart trom the tillage interests rather thaD. 
in the concerns and progress of the village. 
nAfter .a careful survey and personal investigation of vlll­
age schools allover India, Dr. D. J. Flem1Ilg, a member of the rural 
eduoation commission says, "For the most part one finds schools in 
India on a monotonous level. The educational scheme outlined in the 
government code sets the standard which is followed to such an extent 
that a real experiement stands out with a surprising freshness. Broadly 
speaking the dominant type of education in India has been li terary, and 
thus far efforts to give a bias towards a more practioal form of in­
s truction have been largely unsu.ccessful. As a resul t, there are great 
classes of the rural population that see no value in the kind of edu­
1 
cation offered." 
!he ourrioulum laid down by government has not been safticient­
ly related to the future livelihood of village children. l41ssions have 
in the past largely followed the government lead in adopting oourses of 
an over-literary charaoter. They, as well as the government, have failed 
to prOVide a type of edu.oation that will fit the maljority for the kind of 
life they will have to live. "At the economio level of rural India the 
earning oapaci ty of the average boy in his own village Itl1.18t be raised if 
education is to get Widespread support. When one considers the extreme 
D. J. Fleming. Schools with a Message in India. p1 10 1 
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pOTerty ot the people, and how this reacts on their whole 11£e, prevent­
iug them from develop1ng in a rounded way, it becomes plain that. one 
fundamental alm in their education mst be the achievement of econom10 
freedom for the people. 'fo disoover just what to teaoh 1n a T11lage aohool 
ls one of the greatest and most bafn1Dg problems before the eduaationists 
in India today. For ita solution, workers are needed who are oonversant 
with the best educational theories and experience of the west, and let Who 
have eyes to see and to serve the needs and oondi tiona about them. Some­
1 
thing creatlve ia necessar,y." 
It ls apparent lookint OTer the oourse of studies presoribed by 
2 
the Central Prov1noeso~ government that they are not adapted to the 
needs of the individual or of the oOIllllW11ty. ~he more 1.alportant of 
these subjecta are reading, wri t1Dg, arlghmetio, and geograplw in the 
elementar,y grades. Hitherto these subjeots have oonstituted the over­
whelming proportion of the sohool currioula and the,y have been too 
largely taught on the traditional basis determined by the requirements 
of urban 11fe rather than rural life. Educational slavery has been 
paintlllly apparent both in the retention of oertain oODTentional sub­
jects that have exoluded others much more applicable to life, and 1D 
the tesch1J2g of a subjeot oontent that should loug ago haTe given "'ay 
to results ot modem researah related to the 11fe ot the pupils. 
It i. not strange that educationists trom England should 
have transferred the methods and oontent of their home schools to India. 
Min,y of them st11l have unquestioned faith in the subjeot matter taught 
in the sohools of their own childhood, and are inolUDed to doubt the 
wisdom of suiting their teaohing to the speoial needs of the oountr.v 
lD. J. Fleming. Sohool. with a Messag, in India. p. 10 
2 H. Sharp. Rami Sohools in tAt Central frovinoes. A.ppendix A. (4) 
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-and the people so difterent. It is certain that the oontent ot our 
aI_tal',\' 000001 lubjeoto luoh.o arl~10 and rea41Dg hao boo.. more 
ooncerned with the arithmatioal aalcalationa ot London, and the problems 
ot urban India rather than the lite, needs and problems ot rural India. 
The cODventional subjects, moreover, have evidently been too much COD­
cerned wi th the power of the pupil to e:mibi t knowledge rather than to 
understand the creative forces of life and to obtain such control ot 
these forces as to enable h~ to make his contribution to the prosperity 
and happiness of the world. 
In short, the curri,~ulwa ot our rural schools has not been 
primarily related to village life and needs, and to the interests ot the 
Village ohild. ~h1s w111 mean the abandoning ot the praotice of droniDg 
over the alphabet during ma~ weary weeks, the memorizing of 1JZ\11 t1plica tion 
tables, fractional tables, slavish adherence to the rule ot three, teachiDg 
only thirty pages ot the reader with word meaning and the ma~ other fetishes, 
which benumb the facul ties and retard the growth of the ohild. ne present 
ourrioulum is one that lays emphasis on memory training rather than the de­
velopment of the ohild along the lines ot his OQmmunity lite and to make 
him a useful ci then in hi. community. 
Children in the rural schools so far have been eduoated apart trom 
village interests rather than in the concerns and progress ot the village. 
The SUbject matter taught has no relation to the interests ot the child: 
I\'atural impulses suoh as play, imitation, construction and sooial instinct 
etc; as well as his natural genius for SODgs, dramas and stories. So far 
the ourriculum of village Bchools has been too mechanical rather than adapted 
to the individual life needs and to the rural ooumuni t.1. At present the 
64 
'boy in the oity and the boy who had never been outside his _tive village 
read the same booka. work the Bame problems eto. 
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·OHAPTER ,. 
POORLY ~m.ED TEAQIDffis 
.Wha~tever may be prov1ded in the way ot buildings, equ1pment, 
'superv1sion, and admin1stration, a good teaoher makes a good sohool; a 
poor teaoher makes a poor school. The unsatistaotory results obtained 
in the rural sohoo18 ot India are at bottom due to the defective train­
ing and the 11mited experienoe 0f the teaohen ot the COUDtry • 
"The IDOst defective oharaoteristio ot Indian education 1s the 
low atta1nrDent in Teacher Training. In pr1lD&ry sohools onl.1 65,818 
teaohers out of a total of 219,667 have reoeived a~ training at all. 
Wi th this, however, 't1JIJ..1 be cOlJlP&red the record ot the Uni ted States. 
Of their 300,000 rural teaohers, one-half have not oompleted the high 
sohool oourse and one-third have had no protessional training whatever. 
This is the ma1n reason w~ the curriculum S'ta,1S 80 close to three R' s. 
Courses have to be determined by what the teachers are able to teach. 
Laok ot training a180 lies baok ot much of the stagnation. :But the tra1ll­
iug 1nstitutions are themselves in part to b18lJle, for they afford DO oppor­
tuni t.1 for prao tice in ac tual village oondi tiOXlS, where a s iDgle teacher 
IIN8 t handle several olasses. One of India t S grea tes t eduoa tional needs 
i8 tor a thorough-going system of Teacher Training and for the after­
1
 
care of teachers."
 
Percentage ot Trained Teachers to Total for 1919-20
 
Province Percentage 
:BeZ8al 18.6 
Madras 42.3 
1 D. ~. Fleming. Sohools with a Message in India. p. 11 
7,258 
2,083 
Soholars 
130 
23 
Insti tutions 
'irainiDg Schoo18 
rovinoe8 
Madras 
Bombay 
teach1Dg. If the rural sohool teaohers are good, the nation builds 
on a firm foundation, if' they are poor, the nation builds on sand. 
The different provinoes vary wide~ 1D the qualifioations 
required of' the oandidates for trainiZJg, the charaoter of' the insti­
tutions 1D which tra1Diug i8 given and the length of the training 
courses. .~, . . ,. 
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Bombay 37.8 
United Provinoes 
L _ 
44.1 
Bihar and Orissa C 27.8 
, .0 
Punjab .,' 58.0 
Delhi "':,.' ~ t.!i t,[~'.::J r.~ 62.3 
BUl'IIIB ~~ ~oJ'i";~ [ - C~ 1I~ 35.3 
-
Central Provinoes 34.2 
Assam <l:c~'i;,' :'0 
/1; 38.4 
N. W. F. ProviDce 
-_.-. 
""
-­ 46.6 
=:;-= = =­ ==­ ::-= 
r l'r '•., "-0' lore I l~· L:;:_ ' t ~ 63.8 
ere and MerwaN f_' 29.3 
British Beluchistan 
.,.' tLJL ' I. - -=--;)'~'ji 
56.7 
Coorg L'L ., L'".' L-...J .­ " t2.!;(; ~':- "--" h"~~ 74.4 
" 
- . ~'. . -..--. "I --" I. (~t-l r - .. ~ LA ,::.1 
Total 34.8 
The rapid 1Dcrease in the nWDber ot primary 8choo18 during 
the last ten years trom 123,578 to 160,072 ba8 made aoute the problem 
ot maint&1Diug an adequate 8upply of trained teaohers. !he inetfect­
iveness ot our 8ohools i8 largely due to poor antiquated methods of 
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Be.ngal loa 2,516 
-
-""~, ~ 
United Provinces 440 3,793 
" " :~ ~I ~ '--, .., ~:..- I .~-.; t, 
Punjab 18 1,472 
Burma	 52 '363 
l~ ('i,l,~"~' ... f \/t t. '"t l C 
'-- ~-' Bihar and Orissa 127 2,703 
.' ':~~'.', l:-i: ~ co .' _~ l 
Oentral Provinces	 12 1,421 
.. ~':.~ - V':'r r~:-:I l. Li.,,:,:, ~ 
Assam 8 353 
~ 
I _;.. . r. ~ .,. '-{ e-'--_I (_L-i) 1 
N.	 W. F. Province 
~ 
4 96 
t~~: 1- ..,,,:~ (1~ • ~ 
Minor Administrations 4 116 
-
~ ~- ~ ........
 
1921-22	 926 22,774 
, [1 ~-.::~ t::~1 
India 1916-17 690 15,980 
"In Bengal, the percentage of trained teaohers in primary 
schools has risen from 15.7 to 220. In this province relia1JCe has been 
plaoed in the pas~ on Guru training and ~~train1:ag sohools, the 
former training teaohers for pr1ma17 schools and the la tter tor maktales. 
By holding out the bribe of a stipend, and by the use ot some thinly­
veiled oompulsion perhaps, there are gathered into the Guru training 
schools a nwnber at teachers whose knowledge of the subjects they teach is 
little above that ot the untortunate taught. Here they attempt, in one 
year or in two, to go through the whole upper primary or middle vernaoular 
course wi th a top dressing of the art and theory of teaching superadded. 
There are no foundations on which to build, so that it is not surprising, 
to quote the Inspeotor, Dacca Division, that t the actual work done b.1 the 
trained teachers in primary schools 1s cruelly disal~ointing. It is in 
fact a misnomer to 01as8 the ordinary product of the Guru training sohool 
under the head of 'trained.' To undergo training implies the acquisioD of 
professional and technical skill. Traini:ag as interpreted in relation to 
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primary edu.ca tion in BeIlgal 11 merely a despairirJg a t tempt to supply 
by special means some part of what is wanting in the teacher's general 
1 
equipment. 1t 
From the above description it il clear as to the nature of 
these training sohools and the qual1~ of their product. Therefore 1t 
i8 not hard to Bee the one reason w~ the instruction in rural sohoole 
of India stays so olose to 3 R's andw~ the pupils are dissatisfied 
with the type of teachiDg and wlW the parents are so much prejudiced 
against the present school system. Moreover the quality of the profess­
ional training through which these rural teachers have passed tell the 
other part 0 f the 8 tory. If the elementary teachers are to be sa tis­
factorily trained, the years of training beyond the school must be 
directly related to teaching in the elementary school and the entire 
course must be dominated by a single aim. and purpose. Unfortunately, 
the training of elementary teachers in India has been dominated by the 
idea that a good part of an elementar.v teaoher training course might be 
made u.p of usual achool studies under the circumstances it ie not 8ur­
pris!Dg to Bee the stagnant condition of rural 8choole becau8e of the 
poor quality of teacher. 
Low salaries, particularly in the rural districts, account 
partly for the large proportion of Indian teachers who are wi thout 
satisfactory training, and for the general instability of the teaching 
force. Teaching will never pay as high salaries as business, but teachers 
are human and muat live. TeachiIlg must therefore supply an attractive 
wage if the yoUIlg men and women of the nation are to choose teaching as 
a profession, to equip themselves properly for it, and to make teaching 
1 Eight QUinquennial Reportl19l7-22). Progres8 of Education in IndiA. p.142­
43 
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lomething more than a makeshift. 
"The reaameration 0 f teachers in primary schools is deplor­
abl.1 low, lower in ~n.1 oases then that of the utterly 1l11trate day 
laborer. Jrty own otlservations oonfirm Mr. West's estimate that the 
teaohers are compelled to earn outside the sohool at least as much as 
they earn inside. There are government primary school teaohers who 
are paid only R8 8 per mantia, and anything they oan get from fees, 
probabl.1 not more than lis 3. I have oome aoross case after oase of 
assistants in schools whose total emoluments from the school did not 
1 
amount to more than Rs 3 and Rs 4 a month". 
The table reproduced below from the Quinquennial Review ot 
Education in Bengal for 1912-13 to 1916-17 will give some idea ot the 
state of things. 
Public ~nagement Priva te AlaD&gemeut 
Division Banges Average Range Average 
Burdwan Division 9-16 14.5 5-25 7.8 
ItPresidency 8-19 10.9 5.30 7.8
 
Dacca 4-17 10.4 4.11 7.1

" 
ItChi ttagong 5-18 8.7 3-12 6.7 
11RaJShaji 4-18 9.1 4-12 7.9 
The low pay of primary teachers in the past has been largely 
responsible tor the low quality of instruotion and has been a frequent 
cause of oomment, and there are still parts of India where it i8 far 
too low to attraot competent recruits. 
Nevertheless the rise in the cost of education andoubtedl.1 
represent in most provinoes a real improvement in the condi tiona ot 
Evan E. Biss. Primary Eduoation in Bepgal. p.42 1 
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teaching profession. In the United Provinoes tor e%8mple, of the new 
provision of forty layjlS for pr1mar,y education, no less the 22 lay~s 
have been devoted to raisiIAg the P83 ot the teachers. .Aocord1Ilg to the 
latest scales introduced in April 1921, untrained assistauts receive as 
a minimum ~s 12 per mensem, trained assistants Bs 15 to r~ 20 and head 
masters Hs 20 rising to hS 30. But still conditlcnI in the rural primar,y 
schools are far from sat1ataoto17 and much i8 to be accomplished. 
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C,'fW>TEB, 8·­
LACK OF SUPERYISIQr; 
Another serious weakness in oonnection with rural edu­
cation in India has been the lack of supervision. At the ~a con­
ference last 7ear it was stated that experiments have shown that the 
differenoe in efficiency between sohools i8 not so much a matter of 
teachers, or courses of stu03 or management but of supervision. When 
the teachers were insuffioient~ trained, work has often suooeeded if 
the supervision has been regularly and adequa tely oarried out. Super­
Vision must be helpful, not simply negative oriti8iam. It must be con­
structive, showiDg the teacher not onl7 where he fa11s but helping him 
to build up his sohool b7 demonstration and right methods. 
By supervision I do not mean the over-seeiIg inlpection of 
the school work in a district b7 an educational offioer. The super­
vision that I have in mind is educative in charaoter, sympathetio in 
attitude and prOgressive in its working. It has for its purpose the 
defini te progressive improvement of the teaoher in service through dam­
onstration work, suitable literature on education and teaoh1Qg methods, 
reading courses for teachers, annual teachers iusU tute eto. It is the 
greatest factor in the sucoess of the rural schools and the educational 
87stem in India has 80 far failed in this. It has provided an inspectorial 
8taff ra ther than a supervisory I taff. 
Looal governments therefore control education directly in the 
case of a small number of government institutions and indirectly b7 means 
ot recognitioD and grant-in-aid in the oase of other institutions. ~ 
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ohief agent employed by the givernment 18 the Director of Education UJlder 
whom are several Inspectors of Sohools. The duties of tAese Inspectors 
more or less is to enforce departmental regulations and to inspect the 
distriot schools rather than supervise. The Inspectorial staff oonsists of 
Inspeotor with Assistant Inspeotors, Deputy Inspector., Sub-Inspeotors. 
Subjeot to the general powers of inspeotion exercised by the looal govern­
ment through these offioers, the administration of ~ of the educational 
institutions in ever,y province is in the hands ot looal bodies i.e. munici­
palities, and distriot (rural) boards. 
For admini8trative purposes, the district board makes free use of 
the servioes of the Deputy Inspectors. He is responsible to the distriot 
board for the management and oontrol of the schools under its oharge and to 
the education department for the inspection of these sohools, for their ed­
ucational efficienoy and for furthering to the best of his ability the general 
educational policy of government. "Under the Deputy Inspector are the Sub-
Inspeotors. Doubt is expressed by some directors whether the present t,r.pe 
of graduate Sub-Inspeotors to wllom the ilIll1ediate supervision of the wark of 
primar,v sohools is intrusted, is quite the best type of man for the purpose. 
Hi. long absence from the village pr~r.1 school, supposing he ever attended 
one, and th& very different educational atmosphere wi th 'Whioh he has been 
surrounded in h1gh sohool and oollege make him too often an unsympathetio 
and UIlhelpful advisor to the humble and ill-educated village teacher. On 
the other hand the old type of Sub-Inspeotor laoked up-to-date knowledge of 
methods of instruction. Both eoono~ and interests of eduoational effioienoy 
1 
8ugges t the employment of a different 01as81' ot "helIJing teacher" with 
. qualifications something between the old inspeoting pandit who lmew too 11 ttle 
1 Eight Quinquennial Report (1917-22). Progress of Education in India. p. 45 
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and the ambi tiouB young gradua te who knows too much. 
"The English system of sohool inspeotion has very UIlfortUllate 
elements in it. T.hese elements have been well desorived b,y Dr. C. T. 
Loran in his boOk on '!he Eduoation of the South Afrioan l~tive': It. 
inherent wrongness is that it puts teacher and inspeotor in a wrong re­
lation to one another. There is a suspioion of espionage -- espeoial13 
when the 80 oalled 'surprise' visits are paid -- whioh is hurtful to ed­
uoation. The objeotive of both teacher and inspector should be the same. a 
and the inspeotor. from his superior tr~ining. experience and knowledge. 
ahould take the atti tude of friend and advisor and not that of deteotive. 
l:	 The sohool oonditions at an inspector's examination are not normal. 
Teaahers and pupils are in an unnatural state of excitement; the inspeotor 
i. hurried and perhaps out of sorts. The time at the inspeotor's disposal i8 
all too short for aI\Vthing like a thorough going uamination. The result i8 
that the teaoher's work for a year is often inadequately estimated in a few 
1 
minutes". 
Suah is the type of "inspection" of rural schools of India. Mr. 
Evan E. BiBB wri ting about it says " a good deal of work done by the inspect-
i:cg officers is not of very grea t value. hard though they have to work, for 
construotive supervision is almost out of question. 
1 Report of Commission. Education in Africa. p.5l 
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- CHAPTER 9, 
:POOR SISTRWZATION OF SCHOOLS 
Ano ther weakness wi th our rural educa tional sys tam is tha t 
th~ are not proper~ systemized. The village schools are not proper~ 
co-ordina ted wi th higher schools so tha t opportuni ts' oould be provided 
for br~ht pupils to go on further for either acedemic or technioal 
training. EYen for those remaining in the vllla5'e, there is no oppor­
tunity r>rovided in the nature of "eveniDg sohools" for the oontinuenoe 
of their eduoa tion. No" follow up wor"JC" sooh as provision of sui table 
reading matter is attempted in villages to prevent drifting back into 
1l1it.ra~. 
There are three main principles oeoessar.1 for building up a 
natioual system of elementary eduoation for India. The first is the 
co-ordination among its parts, the objeot of eaoh of whioh is to be olearl~ 
defined; and the seoond is the conoentra tion of the largest number of 
ohildren in the smallest number of schools. A third principle whioh needs 
to be observed is that of proper distribution of the schools. Taking all 
these three prinoiples into oonsideration, the rural eduoational system is 
very defective. 
CO-ORDINATIOH 
If'1!he different parts of the rural educational system are not 
well artioulated with the whole 80 a8 '0 form one oo-orcUnated system, 
the meaning of which shall be oomprehended by ever:! family in the Tillage 
ooamunity. ~e Sadler univer8it~ coamls8ion says: 'There is a fundamental 
~ 
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uni ty in national eduoa tion whioh should be recognised and strengthened 
by the sY'stem adopted for its administration. The secondary schools 
should rest upon a sound foundation of elementar-,f teaching; the universitT 
depends upon the work done bY' the seoondar:r sohools in preparing students 
for their degree oourses; technical education in its different grades 
presupposes a good preparation in the elementary and seoondary sohools. n 
In Bengal an attempt has been made to work out a co-ordinated 
system of 11&t1onal eduoation Which is the first attempt of its kind. But 
it is defective in ~ points. !here is a tremendous waste of t1me for 
the Indio boy to go through all the stages and seoondly it is not based 
on modern educational principles. In the next ohapter an attempt w111 be 
made to work out a oo-ordi11&te BYS tem of national educa tion for India 
based on the principles of modern eduoa tion. 
Evan E. BisB. Pr'rner:{ idacation in Bengal. p. 22 
1 
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"'lhis "System is divided into two parts aocording to the 
cbaraoter of the 1nstru.ction given, viz - (1) The ou! tunl side, and 
(2) the voo&tional 8ide. On the oultural side it 11 divided into five 
parts aooordiDg to the stage of the instruction given viz ­
( I ) Primary 8ohaol (III) High Bchool 
( II) Middle school (IV) Intermediate oollege 
(V) University 
and eaoh of these s tageB is followed by appropriate semi-vocational and 
vooational oompletlng courses intended to fit pupils for some definite 
work in life." 
OOIOENTRA.TIOlf 
Probably no s1Dgle thiDg in the history of modem education 
in the Un! ted States has done more for the edu.cational weltare ot the 
1 
00untry ohilc1ren than the oonsolidation movement. By the oonBolidation 
of sohools is meant the union of two or more ot them, so as to get rid ot 
the single teaoher sohool. With over 2,000 sohools of this type, and 
with over 60,000 children beiDg daily transported to these sohoo18, the 
exper1meDtal 8tage f183 be said to have passed. Amongst the advantages 
secured 18 the possibility ot having a teacher for each clasB, and of 
assigning h~ to a clas8 for Which he is best fitted, thus enabling him 
to do better wom. Itturthermore l118kes for larger numbers in the higher 
olasses - a social and oultural advantage. Diffio1l1 ties of transportation, 
oost, oonservat1sm, and preJudioe have risen in abundance but they have 
been met. 
The ditficu1~ in India is that the sohools are otten too apart, 
even where distances are reasonabls, children will not walk the require-d 
dlst8nce; parents want their children under their eye and at their beok 
Evan E. Bias. Primary Eduoation in Bengal. p. 22 1 
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and oall; there is fear of inter-village quarrels; and then there are the 
natural diftioul ties of excessive heat, rains and ( in Assam ) wild beasts. 
But nevertheless interesting beginnings are observed in the differ­
ent parts of India ~ the oonsolidation of schools. '!he state of Baroda hal 
led the way and has found it very successful. There 18 no reason w'tq it 
can't be worked out in other parts of India in spite of the difficulties 
and conservatism of the people. 
At present the average size of the pr1mar,y school in Bengal i8 
30 children. nay are mainly staffed by one teacher who has to teach 
children at every stage of progress at one tilll8. All educational systems 
in rural India Buffer to SOIll8 utent from disadvantages of thls kind. In 
some countries like AIIl8rica, they are overcome by the consolidation of 
rural schools or boardiug arrangements and so forth. nere ls no reason 
wbl' it can't be worked in India espeoially after the Baroda state has 
derIonstrated that it can work under Indian condi tions. 
Number of square mile8 served by one pr~r.v school 
1886-87 1916-17 
Area Primal"',f Average Area Primary Average 
Sq. U11es SChools. Sohools 
Madras 139,161 13,358 10.4 142,330 28.881 4.9 
Bombay 187,840 7,042 26.7 123.065 9,645 12.7 
Bengal 165,775 48,487 3.4 78,699 32,595 2.4 
~ 
United Provinces 106,111 4,978 21.3 106.402 10,540 10.1 
Punjab 106,632 1,624 65.7 99,251 4,918 20.2 
Burma 87,220 4,787 18.0 230,839 6,788 34.0 
B1bar and Orissa ••• ••• ••• 83,233 22,164 3.7 
Central Provinces 130,990 2,580 50.8 99,823 3,698 26.9 
Assam 46,341 1,749 26.5 53,015 3,868 13.7 
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N. W. F. Provi1lCe ••• ••• .••• '13,193 585' 22.5 
Others 1,583 68 23.3 59,107 399 148.1 
India 971,653 84,673 11.5 1,088,957 124,081 8.8 
!he ODe-teacher school system has had a day of grea' usetulDea•• 
Great men have come forth from such schools. In India, at this initial stage, 
when interest in education 1s be1Qg aroused, the service ot one-teaCher sChool 
need not be minimized. But it can not meet the Deeds ot a rural cODlllUDi ty as 
it awakens to modern oonditions. Indian educators must realize that the economic 
oonditions, '11111 not justify a sohool tor every village; that they mua' give up 
their conservatism and preJudioes, or starve educatioDally, and that in the 
growing interest in education that is bound to oome with the increased measure 
ot selt~overnment, the government and the public should be alert to antici­
pate the possibili:w ot the cODSolldation ot schools and to encourage it where­
ever possible. 
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CHAPTER ~Q
 
ILLADAfTATIOB OF EDUCATION 
~e adapta tion of educa tiOD to the needs of the individual and 
the communit,y is inoreasingly emphasized b.1 the educator8 at the present 
time. !hey are ins.lsting that 80hool programs shall prepare youth to 
deal wlse4' and effeotively with problems of their oountry and their gen­
eration. They demand that education shall provide for the hygienio, eoo­
noml0, mental, and 8piri tual development of youths. So far Indian edu­
oa tion has lagged behind in this. Surely India and Indians muat be in­
oluded in plans for eduoational advance. 
"It is signifioant that some of the Indian teaohers of thought 
have reoently charged muoh of the unrest in India to the faot that the 
8chools have too exclusively prepared the young Indians for li terary and 
olerical ocoupations to the negleot of the aotivities that are more funda­
mental in the eoonomio and social development of their grea t country. 
Thus there ms been an over-supply of sohool, college gradua tea who are 
prepared to write and talk, and an under-supply of those who oan t111 the 
sol1 and engage in the great and numerous operations of the country and 
1 
share in the social improvement required by the masses of the people." 
This wide applioation of adaptation requires a presentation of 
the principle in its relation first (a) to the education of the individual, 
second (b) to educa tion in the rural oOlllDuni ty • 
{A) Adaptation in the education of the individual 
." ( 1) Heal th 
StraDge as it ~ seem only a negligible number of sohools in 
Report of Commission. Education in Africa. p. 17 1 
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India hav~ made adequate provision for the teaohing ot heal th and sani­
tation. Even 1n seotions where the death rate lJ.;j1 been astoqndingly high, 
the sohool program has not inclqded heal th and l:!3giene. Neither government 
nor missions have given to this important element of life the place which 
it deserves in rural schools of India. An adequate heal th program requires 
the inclusion of the subject in every department of the sohool system. 
(2) Use of environment 
Even casual observation of educational activities in India show 
lamentable neglect of the findamental need ot the native. The overwhelm­
ing majori ty of the Indiana must live on and by the soil, but the sohool 
makes very little provision for training in this important element ot life. 
Next to the effective use of the soil, the most important aotivities are 
the simple handicrafts required in the Village. The products of the sohools 
so far are almost all destined tor clerioal positions and teaohiDg in schools, 
and oommeroial concerns. Important as demands of oonmeroial and teaching 
posi tiODS are, the fundamental needs and demands of the Indian masses are 
those that pertain to the oultivation of the soil and the improvement of the 
conditions of village life thru simple handicraft. With a few notable ex­
ceptions there has been ver,y little instruotion in the oultivation of the 
soil or in the handicrafts. 
a. Uae of the 80il 
So little has been done as regards instruction in the cultivation 
of the soil. In a land where about 80% of the population are el~aged di­
rectly or indirect~ in agriculture, it is obvious that agricultural edu­
cation will form an integral part of the course of studies in rural schools 
but the educational system of India has been ve~ deficient in this regard. 
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No attempt is made to include Dature stud.Y in the curriculum of the 
village schools. There are very few little facilities for school garden­
ing in man.v of the schools and scarcely an.v attempt is made to give in­
struCtiOD in agriculture. 
b. Handicrafts 
The educational 8ystem in India omits all provision for the train-
big of the hand and offers a f01'llBl instruction patterned after the manual 
training courses of the large urban schools. The Indian boy has not been 
taught to use the materials available to make the conditions of life health­
ful and comfortable. The Indian educa tors have 80 far failed to see and 
understand that the training of the hand involve. a training of the mind 
and of character. The primary handicraft needs of the Indians are those 
that pertain to the better use of the wood, cl8¥, cane, hides, iron, or 
other products which may be discovered in sufficieut quantities to be use­
ful. Formal manual training is usually too far removed from the life of the 
rural people to serve aJq useful purpose. In an agrioultural country like 
India, agricul tural indus tries should have a place alongside wah agri­
cul tural educa tiOD in the rural schoOls like black-ami thing, carpentery, 
shoemakiDg, pottery, weaving, rope-makilJg, basket-lD8kilJg etc., etc., and 
the educa tional sys tem has so far tailed in this. 
(B) Adaptation in communi~ eduoation 
"The source of the defeat of the rural educational system 11es in 
its limitation of the sphere of education to the score or so of wriggling 
infants, rather than an attempt at an uplift of the whole cOlllDUllity.'· 
"'Dle rural sohools of India have failed to take the whole comuni~ as their 
field of education. In India, where the villagers have such enormous needs 
D. D. FleIll1Dg. Schools with a 1f8ssMe in India. p. 13 
1 
1 
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along ever,y sanitar,y, economic, social, and religious line, the rural 
schools have failed to respond to this need for social leadership, and 
J. 
coamuni ty service." The educational system in India has totally dis­
regarded the agricultural and village needs of the rural population. 
It hal utterly failed to appreciate the importance of rural life in the 
general development of India. Moreover there has been a lack of well, 
clearly defined program of school and communi ty ao tivi ties for the im­
proveoent of the Indian villages. 
Schools have been seen whioh shoVl no connection wi th the 
cODIDUnity outside. For a large part of the education needed in the im­
poverished villages of India is adul t educa tion, leading hesi tant per­
Bonalities.to throw themselves in some positive w8¥ into the 800ial re­
generation of their little world. The village school should be the 1n­
strument for this but so far they have failed. The main reason wb3 they 
have failed to respond to the needs of the rural conmunity is because the 
village school has not been a community ceDter so tar. 
Report of Con:mi8sion. Village Education in India. p.78 1 
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CHAP'l'ER 11 
mRICflMl'FT OF VILLAGE SCHOOL CURRICULUM 
(A) Course of Studies 
I t is necessary in the beginning to make a careful survey and 
stu~ of the sooial iite of the village, so as to determine the type of 
the courses of stu<tr that would best meet the needs of the pupil and also 
be adapted to village conditions. ~is involves a consideration of many 
things -- the activities of the village people. and the information needed 
in order to fit into the village li1'e and to meet the tremendous social and 
moral needs ot the people with a view to bringing about a detini te improve­
ment and upl1gt in village conditions. But information of itself is in­
sufficient, It is also necessary to stu~ the village child to discover 
his weak and stroIlg points so that the course of stu(\y might contribute in 
developiug his character so that he would exert a vi tal innuence for good 
upon the community. His interests, impulses and experiences ought to be 
investigated and an effort made to utilize these to the best advantage in 
his education. Aloug wi th this the village child's racial 1Jlheri tance 
his love of song, stor,v and the dramatic picturing of events. the folk-lore 
and useful customs of the village -- should be used so far as possible. 
In all this our goal should be to provide an education arising 
out of the child's experienoe and environment, useing his natural impulses 
and interests with the object of inspiring and preparing him for real 
cOlmlunity servioe. Our effort should be to plan courses of stuc:w in such 
a way that will lead him to see not only the present nee<tr condition of the 
village, but what the village and his own people might become through ser­
yice, and that he has a peculiar responsiblli ty and privilege in the light 
~ 
of his training to go back and help in their upligt. 
~resent d$y educational authorities argue for an objeotive, 
not for each type of school, but for each school and community. There­
fore, I can only suggest a little more general objective for the village 
primar,y school which will adapt itself to the secondar,v objective Which 
each school will need. This objective should be to help the pupils to 
take an increasing interest in the life of the ooDllltmi ty in which the;, 
:l.ive and to make a real contribution to it. The emphasis should be upon 
the present life. Education itself shouldAlife; it should be growth; it 
should help the pupil while he is in the school to find hie place. The 
pupil should live and grow in school in rdation to his community. 
Then another thing, it should look forward to the maximum de­
veloJllDent of the pupil in phs'sical, mental, social and spiritual ways, 
but wi·th regard to sooiety and to the coamunity, so that he will realize 
his greatest possibilities and along with that recognize that his education 
is to be a responsibility upon him to make a contribution to the commun­
ity. 
What I plead for is the ruralization of the Village school 
course, so as to meet the Deeds of the village child and the community. 
What are 80me of those needs? What are the units of thought and activities 
that engage the village folks? 
1. Maintaining Life and Health 
2. Practioal Efficiency - Earning one's liVing 
3. Oitizenship - Social progress 
4. Recreation. 
Therefore our village school courses of stuCW ought to take care of these 
life units. It is therefore desirable to present the elements of individ­
ual life that should be regarded in the program of school activities and 
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also the elements of the community life so that our village schools 
might be more and more adapted to individual and col7lDltlni ty needs • 
• •• 0 -~,.. I'"­
Health 
It seems clear that HEALTH is among the very first responsi­
bilities of the school and the teacher. ~is does not mean that health 
is more important than the other phases of life but it does mean that all 
the other developments are very directly dependent on the bodily oondi tion 
of the pupil. An adequa te heal th program requires the inclusion of the 
subject in every department 0 f the school sys tem. ltv p'Url'0se is to in­
dioate the essential character of the subject and the minimum require­
ments in an effective system of schools. The requirements upon which all 
will probably agree are as follows: 
1. The school, including the olassroom, recreation, and other 
activities of the institution, should make certain that every pupil realizes 
the vital importance of ~giene and. sanitation both to himself and to his 
collllltUli ty. 
2. '0 this end the subject should be taught in such standards 
or grades as will influence the masses of pupils in the lower grades and 
the more advanced pupils of the uI:per standards. 
3. It is useless to teach the laws ot sanitation and ~giene in 
the classroom when the,v are disregarded in the arrangement of buildings, 
A 
toilet facilities, sewage disposal, water supply, and other vital parts ot
 
institutional life.
 
4. Teachers should not only be required to pass examina tiODB in 
the principles ot health and 1l¥giene but special ins true tion should be 
given them in first aid and the simpler torms ot medical treatment. 
i. Provision should be made tor the special training of heal th 
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workers, such as visiting nurses and medical assistants. 
Use of Envirgnment 
The importance of the preparation of the individual to make 
effective use of his environment seems so obvious as to require no 
recommendations. ilie majority of Indians must live on and by the so11 
and schools must make provision for training in this important element of 
life. Next to the effective use of the so11 the most important activities 
are the simple handicrafts in the villages. ~e following recomDendations 
are offered as suggestions for tne required courses in Indian village 
schools: 
Agricul twe. 1. The school program should provide such in­
struction in UARDEN!NG as is necessary to develop skill in the cultivation 
of the 80il an~ appreciation for the soil as one of the greatest resources 
of the world. In the classroom the studv of the sol1 should rank with the 
most important subjects of the course of stud.v. The practical work should 
be regarded as a part of the educational system and not demanded as the 
necessary drudgery of the institution. The aim should be to oonvince the 
pupil that oultivation of the sol1 is co-workillg with God. Closely oon­
nected with the appreciation of the so11 is an understanding of the impor­
tanoe of animal life to the welfare of the oommW1i~. Schools the world 
over have largely neglected the essential place which these animals hold 
in relation to economic well-being and health. Among the most important 
educational contributions of Bchools like Tuskegee Institute in the United 
States has been the recognition seoured by these schools for instruction in 
oare of farm animals, and especia14r for the smaller animals, like fowl, 
goat, pig, eto., that are 80 essential to families of limited economic 
means. 
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2. Methods and practice of gardening, and the care and breed­
ing of small farm animals should be taught in the elementary grades of 
all sohools. ~e proportion of time in schoolroom and in praotioe must 
be determined by the advanoement of the pupil and the general conditions 
of the oountry and the people where the sohool is looated. 
3. Speoial oourses should be proVided to supplement the gen­
eral training of all village teaohers who are to teaoh in the elementary 
grades. -
4. Sohool departments in agrioul ture should be prOVided for the 
advanoed instruction of pupils who are to specialize in agriculture, either 
as teaohers in agrioulture or as itinerant instructors. 
Handicrafts. 
Every pupil should be taught the special forms of hand skill in 
his comunlty, so that he 'tlJB:3 be able to use the materials available to 
make the conditions of life healthful and comfortable. It should be under­
stood that the trainiDg of hand involves a training of mind and of ohar­
aoter. The following reoommenclatlons suggest the various forms of hand­
icraft train1Dg whioh fIl8j'J be introduced into mission and government sohools. 
1. The e18luentary olasses of boys and girls should inolude the 
regular instruction and praotioe in handlrork in native materials that ma.v 
be used in the making of the simple ~lements of industry, the little oon­
vienoes required in the home, or the artioles to be used in reoreation or 
play. The work should, ot oourse, be graded aooording to age and skill ot 
the pupils. Preference should be given to the artioles used in the COlDDun­
ity. i It is important that the pupil realize that his skill should be 
applied to the improvement ot his sohool as well as his home, not only in 
. new construction, but in the necessary repairs of dormitory, olassroom, or 
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even the homes in the neighborhood village. The training of girls should, 
of oourse, have regard espeoially for their responsibilities in the home. 
The older girls should give inoreasing attention to oOOking, sewing and 
other household work. 
2. The general instruotion of teaohers should be supplemented 
by as muCh training as possible in the handicrafts in whioh the teaoher is 
to lead both in his school and in the oOIDllWli ties about the sohool. 
3. Every sohool system should inolude at least one sohool with 
a department of teohnioal or industrial education, giving speoialized 
training, so that the pupils who attend it may beoome vooational teaohers. 
PreparatiQn for Home Life 
The regular sohool systems of the world have rarely given ad­
equate oonsideration to their responsibilities in preparing youth to be­
oome helpful members of the home. Inoreasing provision is now being ma<le 
in the progressive schools of Europe and Amerioa to give young women speoial 
training in the various forms of domestio life. lJ!he home is recognized 
as one of the most fundamental institutions of human society. The schools 
have ~lIWt a definite responsibility for the training of the yOUDg men and 
women that oontribute to the effeotiveness of home life. ~he sohools must 
plan to make use of every sohool aotivi ty for the training of the youth in 
the essentials of home life. The more immediate needs in this direction 
are indioated herewith: 1. SOOools for village people should provide 
such instrllCtion as will oonvince the pupils that the home faoilities for 
eating and sleeping must adhere to the principles of health, sanitation 
and oomfort. Proper standards require the better use of exis ting fao11i ties 
and the introdua tion 0 f suoh improvements as heal th, oomfort, and the higher 
standards of 11ving taught in the sohool demand. The supervision of these 
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facilities must be effective and equal to that in aDY other part ot the 
school. 2. In the preparation ot youth tor home lite it is evident 
that the training ot the girls is even more importqnt than that ot boys. 
Educi tional leaders should realize more and more that village life can 
not be eftectively or permanently improved without a distinct elevation ot 
Indian womanhood. In view ot the great importance ot women in Indian lite 
serious ettorts should be made to bring girls into the schools and to pro­
vide a sui table training tor them. The tollowing suggestions indicate some 
ot the !l1&in lines ot development for the education ot Indian women and girls: 
a. All school systems should make a special eftort to bring to their schools 
a full proportion ot the girls ot the oommuni ty. This proportion may be 
attained by an appeal to the 18 rents on behalt ot girls. b. 1he plan ot 
oertain missions to maintain one or more boarding school. tor girls should 
be enoouraged. In such schools all the ins true tion and every ac tivi ty in 
the institution can be planned directly for the special needs ot the yoUDg 
women. These schools will necessarily be concerned with the preparation ot 
tood, household comtorts, care and teeding ot children, occupations that 
are best suited to the interests and ability ot women. o. Educational 
policy in India has hitherto been opposed to oo-education. In the course 
of time it is probable that Indian schools will adopt the policy ot co­
edncation now increasingly recognized throughout the world. The adoption 
ot the co-educatioDal arrangements /DUB t be condi tioned upon very compl ete 
and effective supervision in every part of the school lite. While the ad­
vantages ot co-education are real and substantial, the ditficul ties ot super­
vision and organization are greatly incceased. 
Recreation 
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Training in the proper use of leisure t~e is b.1 no means a 
1WtU.l7. It is generally agreed that maDS' Indians are undermining their 
heal th and their morals through a fa Uure to use their non....orking time 
in ac tivi ties that build up their bodies and their character. They must 
be taught to play healthfully. Natural and amu.sing games that have worked 
great good not only to boys and girls but to the adults of village oommun­
ities should be introduced. The experience of missions and government in 
the Philippine Islands demonstrates the ease with which pupils and commun­
ities ~ be taught to play with excellent results to the social groups. 
It will be necessar.1 to stu~ carefully the possibilities of adopting 
Indian games or modit)'ing them so that the harmful ~ be eliminated and 
the helpful may be emphasized. Among the fruitful fields of research in 
Indian recreation are the games and ceremonies of tribal life, festivities, 
folk-dances, etc., 
(B) Classroom Instruction 
The experiences of the village child are concerned with the 
village and the life of the village. Ifherefore in educating him we must 
make use of the village environment. Now what are the experiences of the 
child in the village? certainly not aritbmatic, readtQg, and writtDg. 
His first experience and probably the most vivid is his experience in the 
home, the village home and all the home relationships. Add to that in an 
agricultural OOmIDUD1t7, his relation to the farm. Also hiB experiences 
relate to the village itself and all its life and work, the village trade, 
the village shtp, the people leaving the village with certain products. If 
these make up a part of the knowledge and experience of village people, how 
can we use them in Village schools? 
With regard to olassroom instruction, we have felt that the 
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project method of teaching 18 peculiarly fitted for the purpose we bave 
in view, provided efforts are made to find subject matter related to some 
problem or activity of the CODlll\1I1i ty. "The project method is based upon 
the principle that'desirable and toteresting life activities' to which 
children spontaneously ellgage, should be the bash of all educational .~ 
deavor. !he problem arising in these activities must be solved as means 
to ends before the children can progress, and since the problema are their 
arm, the children eDg8ge to their sohool work with real interest and en­
thusiasm. In the solution of these problems, and the carrying out of 
these activities in their natural setting, pupils find a need for rele­
vant informa tion, and for the organizing 0 f tJUs 80 that it will accom­
pli8h their purposes. The children are lurnlDS to uae the same methods 
of work that we all use in life: namely, the fozmation of a valuable 
purpose; the seour1Ilg of the necessary toformation to carry out the pur­
pose; organizing that information 80 as to accomplish ~ purpose; u­
ecuting the work according to the plan; and Judgi:cg the result and de­
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termiDg whether we have aocomplished our purpose or not." 
In using these life projects as the chief and leading activities 
of the school curriculum, the need for various subject matter and skill as 
meaDS used in carr;yiDg our these interests i8 li teral13 forced upon them not 
by the teacher but by the si tuation itself. Thus read1n8, writing, arith­
metic, eto. become so necessary that the worth of learning thEID ~horoughly 
becomes self-evident. 
Now to illustrate more clearly the working of this project method, 
let us examine the '''Iillage Home" project as carried out by the first grade 
in the Maga school, Punjab, India. 
Dur1Ilg the year they 8tu~ the life and work of the village home 
1 W. J • .J.t)Kee. Rural Education in India. Reprtot trom International 
Review ot ~ssions for July 1923. 
--
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and village family and help in the solution of the maQT problems that 
arise in the feeding. clothing. and housing of its members. In solviDg 
these problema they find a need for arithmetic; reading. writing. ~giene. 
nature stuCW'. recreation. Bible stuCW'. etc. When they first enter the 
school. the teacher talks wi th them about their home and its relationship 
because that i8 so close to their experience and interests. Gradually 
various problems arise and the pupils become interested and purpose to 
find solutions for them. It may be the problem of housing the family and 
the pupUs purpose to build a house. flley observe other houses. make 
inquiries and mobilize their own experience. They decide in consultation 
what IDa teria1s they will use and how large a house they wish to build. In 
the measuring of th1a and laying out the plan there is the necessi ty for 
learning how to measure and how to oomt (ari tbmetic ) • Suppose they de­
cide to build their house of sun-dried bricks. They must make these bricks 
and that raises the question of size. the making of a mould. the determin­
1Dg of the number they will need for each row (more measuring and counting). 
In the buildiDg of the house. questions of drainage. lighting. and venti­
lation soon arise. so that ~giene and sanitation become living and praoti­
cal subjects to the children. Soon the need arises for writing down f1gares 
or labelling the things they have made; they become. desirous of learning 
how to write. They have found tbat it is somethiDg they need to know in 
order to solve their problem and carry to completion their actiVity. The 
same is true of reading. They can not secure all the information they need 
through observation and inquiry. so the teacher writes simple directions 
on the blaokboard or refers them to a book. and reading is fomd to be one 
of the tools they urgently need. Or the teacher may read stories to them 
about certain homes and the pupils form the purpose of wanting to read such 
stories for themselves. !he problem of beautifying the house and grounds. 
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and the animals in connection wi th the village home furnish opportunities 
for na ture s tu~. Elemen tary geograp~ is provided for in deoiding upon 
the direction the house is to face, the determining of the time of the 
day (sun dial) and in meeting other weather oonditions as they affect the 
heal th and comfort of the famil.1. In all this work the pupil t s thoughts 
are directed to their village homes, in solving the problems whiob arise 
there and in the improving of present condi tiona they find the need for a 
wider knowledge and ou tlook. ~e emphasis is first upon the village and 
its life; then upon the wider outloOk with the object in view of using these 
to improve existing conditions. This method of classroom instruction has 
not onl.1 cultural advantages but utilatarian ones as well. 
This same t.1pe of ourriculum and method of organization is used 
throughout the other classes. The second clas8 has a project on the vill­
age farm, wi th all the problelllS Which arise there relateing to nature stu~, 
geopgrapb.Y, arighmetic, Bible studu, rea.ding, and writing (records). The 
third class has a project on the village bazar (shops) and the fourth class 
(which completes the primar.1 stage) on the village as a unit in communit.1 
life. 
This project curriculum has led to a great increase in the pupil t s 
interest in the work, because most children desire to construct things, to 
work out difficulties closely related to life and work and to imitate the 
life and work of parents and friends. This interest, together with modern 
methods of teaching the various school SUbjects should result in greater 
accomplishment. 111e children in later grades move on then into the life of 
the village conmunity, then into the relationship of the cOl1ll1unity With the 
province and the nation, and finally the rela tion of these to the world at 
large. All the time the classroom must be a social environment wherein are 
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.built up desirable soclal attitudes so that the individual's horizon ex­
pands like a series of concentrio circles, each one giving him a wider 
outlook toward a greater outreach of life. 
(C) Charaoter Developmen~ 
Modern pedagogy has emphasized not only better classroom in­
struction but the development of character and the improvement of society 
in and through the sohool and its services to the cor:rmuni ty. Experience 
and investigation indicates that the village child was frequently lacking 
in tnitiative, persistance, selt-reliance, organizing ability, co-operation, 
spirit of service, and a sense of responsibility. 
Educators are out tor character building and service and we are 
all tindiDg out that learning is by doing and that character can not be im­
parted as an item of subject matter. They are convinced that the best way 
to learn it iB through the actual experience in the use of knowledge -- be 
it intellectual, moral or religious. Character bas to be built up through 
their experience day by day :\on their life, both in school and out. There­
fore those characteristics which we wish to Bee develop muat be stimulated 
to expression in lite, throughout all the activities of the classroom and 
sohool lite and in the service of the conmunity. 
The project method oontributes much to the building up of character 
of our village boys. Initia tive is developed in the pupils as they are en­
oouraged to put forward their own purposes and plans aDd the means they wi. 
to use to aohieve them. Persistanoe i8 emphasized in that a project onoe be­
gun must be completed and the difficulties by the way IU11St be surmounted. 
Self-reliance is developed as the teacher i8 only a guide and the pupil must 
seoure his awn information, make his own plans and car17 out hiB own wom. Or­
ganizing ability i8 exercised in the necessit,y for selecting relevant information 
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and grouping it for a detini te end. The pupils find it neoessary to look 
ahead and plan for possible oontingenoies. CO-operation is emphasized in 
class projeots, where eaoh pupil oontributes his own ideas and where all 
help in the making of plans and in the oarrying out of the work to oom­
pletion. A pupil learns to abide by the deoision of the group and to sub­
ordinate his own ideas and plans, if the group approvea of others. All 
through the project the pupils are led to realize that the projeot is theirs 
and that they are responsible for all its details and its satisfaotory oom­
pletion. ~e dignity of labor is emphasized in the handwork which it is 
necessary to do in oonstru.cting the various projeots. 
(D) School Life 
The general school life makes its contribution to the develop­
ment of oharaoter. A considerable measure of self-government should be 
given to the pupils • In the beginning of the year they should have a meet­
ing in whioh nominations be made for the student panohayat or oouncil, cd 
later the pupils vote for the five of these whom they wish on this counoil. 
!his council should look after much of the disoipline of the school and its 
general welfare. This student oounoil should be made a great factor in 
oreating a healtlw sentiment in the sohool against the breaking of the nules 
against disloral ty, unclean talk and similar otfences. 
In boarding schools, the pupils should be made responsible for 
all their livi:og arrangements. COoking parties should be appointed which 
will take their turn in COOking tor all the pupils of the sohool. A student 
oommittee should do the bU1ing, keep the accounts and work out the cost of 
the food for each pupil. Boys should wash their dishes, care tor their rooms, 
wash and mend their clo thes and help in the sohool chores. 
~~ of the charaoteristics mentioned above should again be emphasized 
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in the school's gardeniXJg, farm and village, home industry work, which should 
also be organized partially on a project basis. Each pupil should have a 
garden plot of his own and each class a farm plot. 'fhe pupils should be made 
entirely responsible for these. They should deoide in consultation with their 
teacher what seeds they wish to plant. Th4V should make their own plans, pre­
pare their plots, sow the seed, do the cul tivating and reap the harvest. The:/' 
should be entitled to what they produce and with this money they should be 
made to pay part of the cost of their e4ucation. 'l!hey should keep their own 
records of the progress of the work and meet frequently for oonsultation with 
their teacher. The emphasis in this work should be both upon its eduoational 
value and ohanc ter development. 
The social life of the sohool should center about games and plays 
(which should be of inexpensive variety, so that they can be used in the vill­
ages), discussion groups for colIWlUD1ty betterment, dramas and sohool entertain­
ments. The best of native games, and especially music offer much material for 
the resourceful teacher. Another great factor in the development of social 
life and trainiD8 for cha~ter 1s the Boy Soout movement. The training ot a 
ba,r scout, developing as it does, initiative and practioal ability in the in­
dividual, should prove of the greatest value to the school-boy. 
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-CHAPTER 12 
EFFICIENCY OF SCHOOL STAFF
 
No teachers have a more important or diffioul t work than the 
village teaohers of India. They have the opportuni ty to be not only 
the teaohers of youth; they OaD alao become the oenters of oommuni. ty 
life. They oan not only be the guides and oOWlselors of their people 
but also the center about whiah the sooial 11fe of the village will 
revolve. -- -~-~ . 
The ineffioienoy of our sohools is largely due to poor, 
antiquated methods of teaohing. In order to malte our village schools 
effioient, we must have better methods of teaohing and this indioates 
the emphasi.s whiob mu.st be plaoed on the best type of teaoher training. 
The material whioh now for a number of years has gone into the normal 
sohools has been made up for the most part of men of average ab11i ty, only. 
'.I!he general impression has been -tha t any one w111 do as a teaoher in a 
village sohool, with the oonsequent results, that we now see. Secondly 
we have not done the "square thingtl by our teaohers. We have failed to 
give them sui table training suited to make them teaohers of village sohools. 
The t1Iree essential elements in the preparatiOD of ieaohers Are; 
first, sound habits of thought and aotion in the oOllmon tasks of the OOlDlDOD 
day and some natural aptitude for teaohing; seoond, knowledge of subjeots 
to be taught and skill in the aotivities related thereto; and third, appreo­
iation both of the pupil's mind and character and also of the village oom­
llZUDi ty frOID which the pupil has oome. 
The speoifio elements of teaoher-trainiQg are educational 
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psyohology, ~rlnoiples and methods of teaching, and the application of these 
subjects in practice teaching. In the normal courses for the preparation of 
village school teachers, the time should be d1vided between a vigorous and 
intensive stu~ of the sUbjects to be taught in the village schools and real, 
practice teachiIlg. "Learning by doing" is as vital in the training of teach­
ers as in the preparation of aI\Y other grollp of workers. Practioe teaching 
under caretal supervision is an essential part of a teacher's education. 
This prac tice should be done under cond1 tions that are as real as the facil­
ities will permit. Enough time should be devoted to the practice to enable 
the pupil-teacher to have some appreciation of the variet,y of teaching ex­
periance. 
The Indian educators must have the following objectives and ideals 
in the training of village teachers. All our village teaohers training 
schoold should constantly keep the following objeotives and ideals before 
them and strive to achieve them: 
1. Teaching should be thought of as a high calling and a great 
privilege. 
2. Pupil-teachers should be inbued wi th the idea of service, 
sylDpathy, willingness to co-operate, wide social interests, and the spirit 
of service to the village community. 
3. Teachers should be taught to have real professional interest. 
They should be in teres ted, to be cons tantly growing during prepara tion and 
during servioe. ~ey should be led to have a well developed sense of re­
spon81bili ty. 
4.. Teachers should have adequate knowledge of their work. 
a. General	 b. Theory of education 
c. Knowlec1ge of needs and oppor- d. Methods of teaching 
tun1ties	 of the environment e. Methods of rural school 
managment 
f. Knowlec1ge of child nature 
5. Power of leadership should be understood and developed. 'D1IIv 
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should be trained for leadership through service. 
6. Rural mindedness should be developed in teachers for village 
schools. They should have belief in and love for the country' 11fe. 
7. They should have as much 1"I1ral experience and practioe as 
possible. 
e. Realization of the relatioD, on the part of the teachers, be­
tween the school and other agencies working for the improvement of village. 
I t is necessary' in order to develop rural mindedness tha t caDdid­
ates for village teachers possess rural mindedness and reoognize the possl­
bili ty of the school in developing the communi ty. Therefore utmost care 
should be exercised in the selection of teachers. Moreover the normal 
school should be si tuated in the oount17 in order to have rural atmosphere 
and environment. Th.en subjects taught in the normal schools should be 
adapted and vitally related to village life and needs. And wi th this object 
in view there should be ample opportuni ti ty in practice teaching for the 
students of the normal schools. 
It can not be too clearly stated that the normal training must 
be of the simplest oharacter. Only such educational theory should be taught 
as can be learned from intelligent discussion of the practical teaching which. 
a student sees or himself carries out. School practice and discussion ot 
modern educational methods w111 occupy the greater part of the time. Teacher 
training in America and Englalld tcd£.y, wi th 1ts appeal to what 11es in the 
child, its care for the pb3sical, and its intelligent use of the child's en­
vironment and love of activity, is exaotly what India needs. 
In order to get tUne for intelligent teaching in the schools, the 
teachers of normal classes should see to it that they let their students 
see the latest and quiokest methods of teaching the ordinary class subjects. 
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For the village school teachers the course should include, in addi tion to 
simple introduction to the art of teachiDg referred to above, with some 
practioe teaching, instruction in the methods of teaching reading, writing, 
arithmetic, nature stu~ and simple l:!3giene, with the handicraft alrea~ 
acquired in the school, and wi th the addition where feasible, of the stuctr 
of games, drawing and musio. That is to say, there 1'111 be emphasis on 
professional as against academic work. Everything will be taught with a 
view to the teaching of the young Child, not to imparting further information 
to the student. 
We should look forward to the government training colleges for pre­
pariDg students for the degree of Licentiate of Teaching or Bachelor of Teach­
ing, to teach in high schools or as supervisors for middle and primary schools. 
It is strongly urged that professional c.urses in education be added to the 
ordinary elective courses of the college so that students whishing to take 
up teaching as a life vooa tion might take it and then en ter the training in­
sti tution for the degree of Licentiate of '.[leaching or Bachelor of Teaching. 
It has been proposed by the calcutta Universit,y Commission that the inter­
med1tte colleges should add to their curriculum a professional course of one 
year. It would include the principal SUbjects of the high sohool ourriculum 
together with a simple introduction to the art of eduoation and 80me practical 
training in teaching. This course will furnish a considerable number of the 
teaohers for the middle classes of high schools. These teachers would be 
qualified to present themselves for the examination for the degree of Licen­
tiate in ~ach1Dg after an interval of two years, including one year's prac­
tical experience in a reoogni~ed school and attendance at an approved course 
of a training institution. 
'1!eaohers for the vocational middle schools should be reqUired to 
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nave reached the matriculation or school-final standard in a recognized 
high school, or to have a reoognized course in an industrial or agri­
cul tural institute. It is to these schools we must lOOk for the supply 
of teachers for the voca tional middle school. There should be a t leas t 
one ver,y well eqUipped agricultural and industrial institute in each 
prOVince. The teacher should also be required to have undergone a year's 
professional training in a normal class. Such a course of professional 
training should concentrate on his preparation as a teacher. It should in­
clude a stuq, of the best methods of teaching the SUbjects required, a ver,y • 
simple stuq, of educational theor,y, and as much carefully supervised practice 
as can be arranged. .. 
It is to the middle school course, with industrial or agricultural 
basis, followed by one year of normal training, that \Ve must look for the 
supply C)·f village teachers. This shorter course can only be recommended if 
the reooDlDendaUon is coupled with the plan for adequate supervision, and 
with a system of a postponed year of training or short oourses of re-train­
iug. 
The teachers so recruited will come from the villages, with vill­
age interests and will have bad several years instruction in some handioraft, 
besides a good grasp of at least the elements of a literary education. At 
the close of the year of training they still w11l be young, seventeen or 
eighteen years old; hence the need of supervision. If they oan first be 
placed in the larger school where two or three teachers are employed they 
will have the help of the senior teachers. Afterwards they can take single­
teaoher schools. They should be encouraged to go further and take higher 
oertifioates. 
Ev'erJ one in charge of village school teachers knows what a pull­
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down the village enviro:Dlllent exerts and what a reversion to type is often 
witnessed unless great oare is taken to avoid 1t. The after-eare of teaoh­
era 18 a most important part of the work 1f the value of the early train1Dg 
is not to be lost. It should be part of the contract that for the first two 
or three years the young teacher should attend a short vaoation course for 
further training at a center. Even if th1s is as short as two or three weeks, 
it is invaluable for keep1Dg up interest, introducing new methods, and gett­
1Dg that intimate personal touch which is so important. 
Teachers trained in the way outlined above would be invaluable in 
the l"IlrSl schools, whioh in turn would train teaohers wi th rural interests 
and a skill in rural crafts for the villages. Thus the constant and legiU­
mate ori tioiam of a booJlish education largely dissociated from the lite of the 
village oould be met, and a type ot school could be established which would 
direotly tfear upon the amelioration of the life of the people eoonom1~lly 
as well as morally and spiritually. 
jge 17:_--= StudentsIJ .'.:-0. 
Industrial Inst.
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Moreover a sound licensing qstem based on a sound grad.uated m1ni­
mum salary schedule for different kinds andgradea of licenses are espec­
ially needed. in lndiator each kind of ~chool work that ~lls for speoial 
training. Each kind and grade at license should be linked up, on the one. 
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band. wi th a speoified amount and kind of required school training. and. 
on the other hand. wi th a detini tely prescribed minimum wage. V&171Dg with 
the amount ot sucoessful experience. All kinds .and grades of licenses re­
quiring the same leDgth of prepara tion should call for the same minimum 
salary. Salaries should be so graduated that the poorest prepared. and the 
least experienced teacher w11l reoeive the lowest wage. and the best pre­
pared and most experienced. the highest wage. A license system based on these 
two principles not only recognizes preparation and successful experience but 
rEW/ards them. Teachers are thus enoouraged to prepare themselves and to CD n­
tinue to teach. it tor no other reason than tha t they may obtain the higher 
wage. 
It therefore. prospective teachers and the pUblic are to have be­
fore them appropriate standards of preparation for the difterent kinds of 
school work. if teachers who enter service wi thout satisfacto~ training 
are encouraged to improve t~elves. it eXisting inequalities in the prepar­
ation. experience. and pay ot teachers are to be abolished. if the train1J:Jg 
of teachers is to be brought into conformi ty with present-day conceptions ot 
professional training - then we ought to introduce 8 sound licensing system 
based on a sound. graduated. mimimum salary schedule. 
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CHAPTER 13 
AD.A.PTION OF SCHOOL TO cor'1\nU:ITX :r.EEDS 
Schools must take the whole OOJImUIlit~ as their field of 
education. This does not mean that these schools should loose sight of 
the fact that their primary and distinctive function is to teach; but 
it does mean that lt should be recopized that the school is otten the 
agency through which the ooamunity advancement. 'IDEJ.y be most effeotivel~ 
stimulated. Authorities should recognize that the school is peculiarly 
sulted to draw the corzmun1 ty together and to nurture social progress 
and aspiration along some particular line. In India, where the vill­
agers have such enormous needs along every sanitary, economic, sooial, 
and religious line, the village schools should be equipped to respond 
to the need for social leadership and oommuni ty service. A large part 
of the education needed in the impoverished Villages of India is adul t 
education, helping the parents and all the cultivators of the nelghbor­
hood. 
One may briefly sum up the chief ends of the rural school as 
a people's social center as follows: (1) to extend and deepeIl the 
farmer's aoquaintaIlCe with other men and fields of knowledge and (2) 
to erect lasting soclal lnstltutioIlS to help reinforce the farmers 
individual personality. Rational organization of soclal life is needed 
to accomplish these ends and lt must be attempted "along the variou.s fund­
a.mental planes of ordlIl&ry rural life". Bearing these in mind it seems 
clear that a school to be eftioient as a soolal ceIlter must prOVide (1) 
an accessible looation, (2) an equipment tor deliberative gatheriDgs, 
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lectures, recreation, lunches, etc., (3) organized responsible control 
over conmu.nitY' work, and (4) frequent occasions of a social nature for 
all ages and both sexes to enjoy fellowship slong the lines of their 
fundamental interests. 
The most effective way that the village primary schools \"bich 
we are considering may rise to the social leadership demanded from them 
is by making the school and its compound a cOlIl1lUni ty center. Ma11¥ country 
schools can have their assembly hall at one end and their library at the 
other, eaoh with an outside entrance, so that the public, also, might use 
taem. Evening ga ther ings for the ad.ul ts could be encouraged, for enter­
tainment and for ooawunity instruction and inspiration. The school teach­
ers should lead in securing some rural expert to give information on in­
dustries or agricu.lture, or in arranging for a representative of the gov­
ernment agriculture department to give a series of lectures to the commun­
i ty. The school may be closed for a week while the teacher takes a few of 
the older boys off to the nearest agricultural exhibition, to come back with 
a few things, definitely learned. The pupils may be encouraged to emulate 
the school gardens in their homes, thus arousing bo th a coawuni ty pride and 
and aesthetio sense. The teacher in some one-roomed school will vacate his 
building for a week, holding olasses in private homes, in order that a 
moveable agricultural school may take possession, With its stock-judging 
and exhibition of improved implements. MaD3' a countl'7 school can have its 
demonstration farm where the best selected seed is used, crops handled in a 
modern way and careful records, open to the public, are kept. A woman's 
olub may be organized, and this will use the sohool building for demonstration 
of food preservation, canning, household eCODOl'1\V', labor-saving deviees, farm 
COOking, and the care of infants. 'l'he teacher's home itself may be a model of 
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ventilation, arrangement, and appointments. The village central sohoold 
oan send out their demonstration wagons to various conmunity oenters 
with apparatus and materials, giving aotual demonstrations of terracing, 
making tiles for drains, fireless cookers, fly-papers, hot-beds, care ot 
the home orchard, and beautifying the rural home. ~e village school can 
become a center for ciroulat1J:lg libraries and the teacher can beoome the 
initial seccetary ot the co-operative society. The school can organize 
lantern lectures and story telling in the main school and 6uzroanding 
villages. 
The first step in the adaptation of education to the needs ot 
rural communities is a genuine appreciation of the importance ot rural 
lite in the general development ot India. Next to a genuine appreciation 
of rural life i8 the demand tor a clearly defined program ot school and 
community act i vities for the improvement 0 f Indian villages. The school 
should be so organized so that its actiVities also extend out into the 
homes and institutions of the cODlDUZlity. A complete program for rural ed­
ucation ~ also require the assistance of educational activities that are 
planned and supported by the government or private CODcerns not immediately 
respoDsible tor the sohools. The types of educational aotivities that have 
been sucoesstully tried elsewhere are desorived herewith: 
1. Every part of the school ourriculum may be maas to contribute 
to an increased interes t in the rural enviroDlDent at the school. Reading 
lessons may include appreciation ot the substantial worth and beauty at the 
open country. Ari tllDetic may give liberal portions of t1me to calculations 
relatet to the transactions ot the village market and the economic aspects 
ot agrioul tural exobange. Illustrations might be given ot rural schools 
in difterent parts of the world that have made their curricula vital by 
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bringing into the schoolroom the actual problema ot the field, the 
dairy, the barn, the market, and the home. ~here are also the economic 
and social advantages of roads and the practical problems of e1Jgineer­
ing in the building ot highways and bridges. The study ot lwgiene and 
sanitation in the open cOUDtry invites the best thought ot pupil and 
teacher. The extent of the interchaDge between the school and the COIZllDl1n­
i ty is limited. only by the strength and ingenui ty 0 f the teaoher and the 
possibilities of the school plant. 
2. The I18tural Oiltcome of a school whose ourriculum reflects 
genuine interest in its oommunity is the organization of activities with 
the schoolroom that blend intimately with the life of the groups from Which 
the pupils are drawn. The appearanoe and state of repair of the school 
bu11diDg and the order and neatness of' the schoolyard will be such as to 
uert an influence on those who pass by. The school..,.room type w111 give 
way to the school-home type. To the olassroom there will be added rooms 
where home-activities will be taught. !he teacher's home may become a plrt 
of the school plant. Teachers and pupils will cQlllb1De in an effort to 
work out the lessons Of the home, the garden, the play-ground, and every 
phase of rural life. Thus w111 the school-home merge into the village 
homes and become a leaven for the trans,ormation of the colllDlmity. 
3. Probably the most unique form of oommunity education in 
rural districts 18 the "movable school" used so effectively by !uskegee 
Institute in carrying the influenoe of that great institution among the 
American negroes of the rural districts. ~e school has had. various 
forms in the course of its development and it is still used in difterent 
ways to suit the needs ot different communities as well as to suit thl 
-equipment· and. personnel of the institution responsible tor the undertaking. 
~e clustering ot village tolks in villages in India is a real advantage 
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for the application of this plan in India as again. t the widely d1s­
tribl.lted farm homes in America. It is to be hoped that the movable-school 
plan m&¥ be made possible through the co-operation of the gover.nment. 
health department and education department. The sucoess of the plan doe. 
not depend on the variety ot the undertakiDgs but upon the skill of one 
or two itinerant teachers who will go out trom the oentral school to the 
distant villages and teach by doing the simple element. ot life needed b1 
the 1D8D, women, and children. 
4. The most important ettort tor the improvement of the rural 
communit~ is known in America as the "farm-demonstration movement". The 
economic value of the plan was made clear to the na tion and for SoEDe ~ears 
past it has been adopted by the United States government 8S one of its 
most important efforts in behalt of the famers of America. The purpose ot 
the movement is to increase the prodnctivit~ of the so11, UDdol.lbtedl~ the 
most important end in arq country. ~he tundaEDental eleEDent in the plan is 
the ~rinciple that the most effective way of teachiDg good tamiDg is to 
prevail upon one tarmer in every neighborhood to cultivate an acre ot his 
land according to scientifio methods ot agricu.lture. The effect of such a 
plan has been that the farmer with the demonstration acre extends the plan 
to the remainder of his tarm and the neighboring tarmers soon tollow hiB 
example. It has been shown that such an experimental plot, is J;t:u.ch more 
efteotive than the distribution of printed matter or even explanations by 
travelling lecturers. lfhe economio and educational signif1ance of the 
tam-demonstration movement i8 now gradually becoming understood. ColJlDUIl­
it1es bave lifted themselves 01.1t ot poverty. The general average ot 
oormnmi ty weltare has been eleva ted in man.1 rural dis tricts. 
Closely oonnected wi th the tI farm-demons tration movement" i8 
:that known as the "home-dellonstration movement." The purpose is to en­
list the interest ot women and girls in all that pertains to the economic 
and social welfare of the home and the cOllllluni ty. ~e plan has been 'Very 
sucoessful in the inculcation of sOWld ideas of sanitation, thrift and 
morality. '.1!his seoond beanch of the rural extension work, namely, home­
demonstration, like the farm-demonstration, where men are engaged in show­
ing the farmer how to grow more and better agrioul taral produ.c ts, the 
women agents are showing his wife how to oook better, how to balance meals 
and vary dishes, how to keep up and beautify the home garden and keep it 
on a productive basie, giving ins traction as to the general care of the 
home, ventilation, and care of the sick. 
6. To ccmplete the cirele of the rural tamily, the schools and 
government have combined to encourage the organization ot farm-makers clubs 
tor boys. These clubs are divided into two classes, those that are conneot­
ed with the growing of crops, and those that have to do with the raising ot 
livestock. The crop clubs include the staple articles of production in the 
neighborhood. The livestock clubs give special attention to the small 
animals that can easily be raised by farmers of small means. 
Though village conditions in India differ in ~ respects from 
those in America where these activities have had great influence for the 
improvement of raral life, the resemblances are safticiently numerous and 
real to VJsr-railt the belie! that the plans descrived above may be adapted 
to village conditions in India. 
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CHAFTER 14 
EDUCA~lIVE SUPlillVISIOl~ OF SCHOOLS 
Adequate supervision of educational work is probably the 
most certain quarantee of economy and effective results. .dem. 
business and political organizations have long since discovered the 
necessity ot supervision. 
lJ!he importance ot supervision in the rural schools of India 
i8 greatly inoreased b.1 the fact that it is neoessar,y to use Indian 
village teachers ot 11mited experience and inadequa te eduoa t1on. It is 
hardly necessary to note how wasteful and unfair it 1s to post Indian 
teachers in villages who have but superfllial knowledge of education t.o 
change the l1fe of the village communi ties without direction and enoourag­
ment regularly received through educative supervision. It seems difficult 
to exaggerate the importance ot makil!g available regular and thoroughgoing 
direction, friendship and eduoa tional supervision through supervisors who 
will be helping teaohers for every village teacher. 
As a necessary background for the disoussion of this chapter, I 
would like, to describe the system ot supervision and after-eare studied by 
1 
the commission in the Phill1pines. The department of education in these 
islands began its work some twenty years ago with poorly eduos ted teachers t 
who must be developed into satisfaotory instructors, and this must be done 
quickly it the teaching foroe, with an annual leakage of 20/'0 is to be kept 
efficient. This was met by supplementing the training school by an elabo~ 
ate system of supervision. In this supervision the emphasis was placed on 
1 Report of Commission. village Education in India. p. 106 
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~nstructing and guiding the teacher. The supervising teacher acted as 
a critic teacher and helped in solving school problems. 'rhus hb work 
was a continuation of the training school. 
'!he field organization of the supervising force is such that 
very close supervision is possible. In each except the ber.1 smallest of 
the forty-seven divi.ions into which the Islands are divided, there is an 
aoedemic and an Industrial Supervisor. These divisions are subdivided into 
499 supervising districts, eaoh with one or more supervising teachers. The 
aim of the department is to increase the number of these so that nearly 
every municipality will constitute the supervising district. Academic super­
visors, assisted by the supervising teachers, work for the improvement in 
methods of instruction in academio subjects. Under the industri.l super­
'visors travelling industrial teachers, trained in one or more of the orafts 
taught, are sent out to render assistanoe in the schools. The gardening 
and agricultural work of the school is under a special superintendent who 
devoted his entire tim4lt to the work, and who provides his field assistants 
with information and aid. 
After the teaohers have once received a course of training, con­
tinued progress is made possible through various methods of after-eare. 
Chief amongst these are the summer teacher-training institutes. Two vaca­
tion assemblies are held annually jDr five weeks, where oourses, conferen­
oes and lectures on educational sUjbects are arranged. Each divisional normal 
institute is a vaction assembly on a small scale, and those who attend the 
assembly are oalled on to teaoh in the divisional school. In this way new 
ideas and methods rap!dly reach the most distant sohool and the lepartment 
ot Eduoation is able to instruct the whole teaching bo~ in those features 
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and improvements which it wishes to emphasize during the coming year. 
In addition to the assemblies and institutes, meetings of the 
teachers of a supervising district are held at various intervals. In 
these classes the supervising teachers help the class-room teachers and 
principals to solve the various problems of school administration, ass18t 
the new and inexperienoed teachers, give instru.otion in the best methods of 
teaohing and offer suggestions as to the best methods of arousing enthus­
iasm, maintaining interest, and securit~ local aid. 
The Jeanes Fund System of supervisor" teachers so effective for 
the improvement of ru.ral negro schools in Amerioa probably offers more sugges­
tions for the type of su.pervision needed in India than a~ other system. 
These supervising teaohers maintained by this fund spend all of their time 
in working wi th teaohers of village sohools distributed over wide areas ot 
ru.ral districts, often under ver.1 discouraging conditions. In order to make 
sure that the plan is thoroughly understood it seems desirable to enumerate 
1
 
the main features, whioh are asfollowBI
 
~ ~he Supervising Teachers are qualified to enter sympathetical~ 
into the problems of eduoa tion in ru.ral areas. They are thoroughly imbued 
with the conviction that the school aotivities must be related to the life 
Of the lndividual and the ooamani t;V. 
2. Probably the most important element in the methoc1s Of the 
supervisor" teacher i8 to initiate the necessar" educational changes by 
ac tual demons tra tiona in co-operation wi th the teacher and pupils ra ther 
than by talkS or memoranda. ~e method is distinctly "teaching by doing" 
on the part of the supervisory teacher. The spirit and method are eSSEm­
tially friendly and inspirational in dealing both with the local teaoher 
Report of a Commission. Educa tion 1p. Africa. 1 
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and the pupils as well as the communi tyl 
3. ~e tirst contacts with the local school are with the activ­
ities actually underway at the time ot the visit. These are usually the 
teaching ot the three R's. The visiting teaoher tacttu.lly joins in the 
activi ties, gradually making changes in the classroom instruction. When 
friendly contacts have been made, the visiting teacher proceeds as rapidly 
as circumstances warrant tram one phase of sohool lite to the other until 
all possible improvements have been realized. ~e tirst visit ~ be ot 
vel7 briet duration, not more than halt a day, or it ~ continue tor three 
or tour or even six days, depending upon conditions at the school and the 
responsibilities ot the supervision teacher tor schools elsewhere. ~ in­
tlu.enae ot the supervising teaoher extends trom the teaching ot the three 
R's to other activities ot the school. The teacher is shawn haw to enrich 
the curriculum by the addition ot simple instruction and practice in house­
hold aotivities tor the girls and bandi-crafts tor the boys. !he theol7 and 
praotice ot gardening eventually obtain a rank equal to that ot the three R'I. 
Whenever possible these activities are taught in connection with a neighbor­
ing home so that they may be more real in their intluenoe. The handioratts 
are used tor the repairs and improvement ot the school bu.1lding and enviroD­
mente Through repeated visits the supervisor.1 teacher extends the influence 
ot the school into the neighborhood so that th.e homes and the tarms reflect 
the interest ot teachers and pupils. Parent's leapes and boy'S and girl's 
clubs are formed for the introduotion ot healthtul reoreation and general 
improvement ot the comuni ty. Church, school, home and tarm are thus united 
tor the general weltare. 
This system could be introduced into India where the condi tiona 
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are very much similar ad certainly it would accrue to decided improvement 
ot village education in India. AI to the organization ot this educative 
supervision, the plan that has been tound most successful is what is called 
the "circle" plan. The Whole area is divided into "circles'l and about four 
oircles are put under the charge ot a supervisor. The circles should be .0 
big as w11l allow the supervisor to get around to each school once in two 
months at least. A supervisor outlines his work in such a way that he has a 
certain circle in which he has a week ot work, e.g., in his terri tory there 
are foa.ot these circles. In each circle there should not be more thaD three 
schools or tour. '.I!herefore he has about twelve to sU\een schools in hi. area. 
He goes to the tirst sohool and spends probably two full da3s in that school 
and carries out his work as planned. Next he goes on to the second school 
and does the same thing and so wi th the third. '1!he work should be so arranged 
that by Friday evening he has seen all those three or tour schools. On Sat­
urday he calls {to fK) me oentral plaoe) the teachers of these three schools 
and has a conference on the work and in a co-operative way leads a discussion 
for the improvement of these schools. This is the circle plan ot supervision. 
The idea in it is for continous progress. 
'l!lle aim of superv1Bion should be the Growth of Teaohers in Servioe. 
It will involve a decided improvement in a. Classroom Prooeedure 
b. Methods ot Teaching 
o. ColJIDuni ty Welfare 
d. Teacher Development 
fherefore a Supervisor's job. involves four things. First, Growth of the Teach­
er by enlarging his vision and outlook, his methods of teaohing and helpful­
ness to community. Second, Improvement ot Instruction by a better class­
room organization and proceedare. Third, Co-ordination ot Eduoational Work 
by systemizing the work wi thin the school system and wi thin the individual 
school. Fourthly, Linking the School and the Community by relating instruct­
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.ion to life and by taking the whole coIIlJl'Imi ty as its sphere of work. 
Each district should be mapped out into territories over which a 
supervising teaoher should be placed and these supervising teachers be under 
the supervision of the District Supervisor. The Distriot Supervisor, his 
pay and status should be such as will make it possible for men of vi.ion and 
adequate trainiDg to draw in. The supervising teachers will be secured by 
promotion from those who have come out of village conditions, have gone through 
the junior high school, have shown energy and ini tiative in the sohool and are 
capable of receiving further training. 
The system of sohools whioh has been suggested above invol?es ad­
vance along three specialized lines -- elementsr,y education, vooational edu­
oation and oonmunity service. If wide-spread progress is to result it must be 
realized that a systematic effort 18 essential. Each province should have a 
thoroughly qualified chief supervisor in each of these lines. One of the chief 
supervisors should be a man wi th a baokground of eoonomic and sociological 
stu.~ and experience to specialize in all forms of community uplift and through 
the supervisors of the areas, briDg his knowledge and advice to bear upon eaoh 
school atte.'npting to be a OOJmnuni ty center. Another should be a man speoial­
izing in vooational eduoation and rea~ to put his experienoe and training at 
the disposal of the Village schools for this aspect of their work. The third 
should devote himself entirely to the literar.1 work of the schools, lead in­
stitutes for after-care, write text-books, and be alert for ever.1 advance 
that would help the schools of his area. 
It is only through suoh eduoative supervision that Indian village 
schools could be made efficient and a vi tal faotor in bringing about im­
provement in village conditions. Somebod;v has said that adequate supervision 
is the greatest factor in the sucoess of village schools. 
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CHAPTER 15 
lIDUCllTIONAL ORGANIZATION 
ne type of organization mus t be determined by the educa tional 
ends to be attained and by the economic, sooial, and educational c011ditiol18­
ot the area where the school sys tern is located. The eduoa tional ends 11JB3 
be classified as follows: 
1. Training ot the masses ot the people 
2. Education ot native laadership 
In presenting plans of organization it is the thought that edu­
cational administration authorities will adapt the plan to local conditions. 
The defects ot present organizations oan usually be yraced to a disregard ot 
one or more of the educational ends to be attained or to a tailure to realize 
the conditions under which the work is undertaken. 
];:LEMF1{TARY SOHOO~ _ 
The basic schools ot arJ3 system ot education are necessarily those 
of elementary grade. Without provision tor the extension ot schools fb r the 
masses of the people education talls to influence the country as a whole. 
The problems confronting those wlio are responsible tor the elementary sChools 
are first, the type of training to be glven, and seoond the method ot mul­
tiplying these schools so that their educational influ.ence may extend to all 
the children ot school age. The cbapter on enrichment of village school curr­
iculum presents the elements to be considered in determining the content and 
methods of the elementary school. '!he elements requiring special consideration 
in these schools are the essentials represented by the three Rts, knowledge 
and habits neoessary to health, interest in the soil and in native handioran., 
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helpfu.l recreation, and oharacter development. The native language should 
have a large plaoe in all the acitivi tes of the elementary school. Every 
effort should be made to include girls as well as boys in the schools. 
As regards the seoond, probably no single thing in the history of 
modern education in the United States has done more for the eduoational wel­
fare of the oountry ohildren in extending the educational intlueooe of these 
sohools than the t1clonsolidation movement". By the oonsoH.dation of sohools 
is meant the union of two or more of them, so as to get rid of the siJ81e­
teacher school. AmoDgst the advantages secured is the possibility of haviDg 
a teaoher for each olass, ad of assigning him to the olass for whioh he is 
best fitted, thus enabling him to do better work. It furthermore makes for 
larger numbers in the higher olas.es -- a sooial and oultural advantage. 
Diffioulties of transportation,oost, oonservatism and prejUdice, have risen 
in abundanoe, but th~ have been met. The greatest care is called for in 
the location of such sohools; otherwise too ~~ be established, or the 
wrong sites may be chose. For this purpose a map should first be prepared 
of the whole area shoWing the location of sohools likely to be required in 
the tuture. 'l!h1s is well done in the Phillipines. ~he one-teacher sohool 
system lias had a day of great usefulness in the west. Great men have oome forth 
from such sohools. In India also, at this initial stage, when interest in ed­
ucation is being aroused, the servioe of the one-teacher school need not be 
minimised. But it oan not meet the needs of a rural oOIDDUDity as it awakens 
to modern oonditions. Our purpose in raising the question here 1s to point 
out that eventually Indian educators must realize that the eoonomio oonditions 
here, far more than in the west, will not justify a sohool for every village; 
that they must give up their conservatism and prejudices or starve eduoational~; 
- ad that in the growing interest in education that is bound to oome With 
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.increased measure of self-government Indian eduoators must be alert to an­
.tio1pate the possibility of the oolsolidation of village sohools. 
There is a third problem -- that of the length of the Village 
primary sohool. If the ideal of a school wi thin the reaoh of every Village 
ohild is to be attained in 8DJ reasonable time, that sohool must oontinue to 
be of the very best but of simplest character, giVing to the pupils only tbe 
tools he needs and asking from the teaoher only tha t knowledge and skill with 
whioh his own eduoa tion and training may reasonably be expeoted to have equipp­
ed hitn. The village ohild should enter the primary sohool at the age of about 
six and remain for four years. 
The ourrioulumwillinolude readiDg, writing, aritbnetio, nature 
studg, handwork and musio with attention to such pD.1sioal exeroises and games 
as are suited to yoWJg children. All instruotion will of oourse be in vern­
acular and when the ohild leaves this sohool he will be expeoted to be able to 
read and write a simple letter, to make oalculations relative to crdinary bazar 
and farming operations and to have knowledge of the hagi ts and other charaoter­
istics of the plants, birds and beasts with which his daily life may familiar­
ize him. 
COMWWITf MIDDLE S(]HOOL 
The effeotive or8anization of the middle-school type is probably the 
next important task in the development of sohool system in India, where in 
every ao tivi ty will be rela ted to the needs 0 f the pupils and the ins ti tnt ion 
as a Whole will be oonsoious of its oommunity responsibilities. 
Reference may be made here to the def1ni tion of the rural Oommunity 
Middle I01:Io01 advanoed by the Maga Rural Educa tion Conference. nlfhe Rural 
Communi ty Middle Sohool is a sohool whioh seeks to use the activi ties and val­
·uable interests of the village as a means for educating rural boys and girls 
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for more abundant living and service in their communities. All the work of 
these schools. including the vocational work should be closely rela ted to 
1 
the pupil's village environment and so ftr as possible should grow ou.t of it. 
lJ.!he vocational work should not be a separate entity but should be an integral 
part of the oa.rrioulWD. enriohing it and having as its oonstant aim, (aloDg with 
other work of the school), the bettering of present village oonditions. 
Su.oh a school differs from purely indus trial or agricul tural one in 
that it is concerned with a broad vital ourriculum and the uplifting of the 
oommuni ty through enriched and conseora ted personality, While the 18 tter has 
as one of its principal aims the training of pupils for a defini te vocation 
through whioh they may beoome self-supporting members of the ooumu.ni ty. 
The Gomani ty Middle School is the clearing house or testing place 
at which the apti tude of the boyar girl is discerned, and from which the 
pupil will pass on to wha tever form of further training (if any) he or she 
appears most suited for. For instance the Community Middle School may lead 
on to industrial or agricultural tra1ning or to teaoher training or in the 
case of pupils who exhibit an aptitu.de for such studies to high school. lJ.!he 
pupils will ptss on from the Yillage frimary school to the CJolMl1mi ty IIlddle 
school and from the middle school should proceed to d6£in1 te training for in­
dustry, agriculture or high school. 
This involves careful observation of pupils in aotivities where 
they can not only shoW their mental ability but manual as well. It is in this 
regard (as well as others) that the 601111lUnity Middle sohool through its en­
riched ourrioulum (containing projects involving manual WOrk) oan be most 
valuable in selecting desirable boys for industrial, agricultural and further 
academic education. 
1 Report of a Conference. Industrial Education in India. 
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RURAL HIGH SCHOOL 
It is generally agreed that the successful development of ele­
mentary education depends increasingly upon the organization of the high school 
whose acti.ities are related to the life of the people, because an adequate 
8upply of trained teachers depend upon high school education. 
lfhe first responsibility of educational administrators in India i8 
defini tely to determine that every school SY8tem shall include one or more 
high schools. The second responsibility is to determine the type ot high sohool 
they shall select for their system. In sanesys tems the high school includes 
general education; vocational training for teaohing; religious work, indus­
trial and agricultural pllrsuits, and preparation for university training. In 
other systems separate institution8 are maintained for each of the various vo­
cations. It is interesting to note that the old conception of high school ed­
ucation as exclusively of the academic character has now been changed so that 
it includes the varied and fundamental types of training r~quired by those Who 
are to deal directly with social conditions. The best experience in Amerioa 
points to the following conclusions regarding high school education: 
1 High schools maintained in every school system should as a rule 
combine the various ends. The education of teachers and leaders is evidently 
their first responsibility. The traini~ of industrial and agricultural lead­
ers is the second, and the preparatimn of pupils in the oonventional subjects 
required by the universities is the third. 
2 With the advancement of education in India school administrators will 
in the oourse of time be confronted with the problem of dividing the length 
of the school years preliminary to the college into most effective and econom­
ical way. I am sure ultimately Indian educators will oome to see the value of 
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six, and three, three plan; six years of elementary school, three years of 
middle school and three years of high sChool but in this transitional period 
and because of the tremendous difficulties involved in adopting this plan 
all at once at this stage, it seems desirable to have four grades of elemen­
tary school and three grades of middle school and three grades of high school; 
while the lmiversl ty system remodelled on the basis of the Sadler University 
Coamission report of four years of intermediate college and two years of B.A. 
The idea of the lntermedla te college beiDg that it will be dominantly vocational 
preparing students to enter the various vocations of life. 
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The universities are provided with their own governing bodies. It 
has been proposed by the ll."1iversi ty Commission that a Board of Secondary and 
Intermediate Education should control these branches of the work. Elementary 
education should be under an officer who might be called the Director of El­
ementary Education. 
At all these stages -- university, intermediate, secondary and el­
ementary -- the closest toUCh would have to be maintained between the educatioh­
al system and Departments of Agriculture and Industry. The proposed Director 
of Elementary Education, will sort of, become a liaison officer between the 
various departments concerned but it is desirable that the educational mach­
iner,y at its lowest stage be under the minister for local self government be­
oause prom&r,y education is to be one of the prinoiple concerns of municipalities 
and district boards. 
The following diagram will perhaps assist in making clear the gen­
eral scheme of co-ordination here suggested. 
Co-ordination of Departments 
Agricultural Institute Technologioal Institute 
Education Department 
with 
Universities 
Agricul tural Secondary Industrial Secondary
 
School School
 
Education Department
 
with 
Board 0 f High and In­
termediate Education 
Agrioultural Elementary Industrial Elementary 
Sohoo1 School 
Looal Self Government 
Department 
with 
Education Committees 
of Local Bodies 
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RE OOMl1EN DA'f IONS 
1. SurveY of Village Life 
In order to understand more fully the nature and causes of 
present defects and to obtain information needed for the working 
out of better plans, it is desirable, (a) That careful inquiries 
be made into the circumstanoes of Village Schools with regard to 
matters such as retardation, relapse into illitraoy, causes for non­
attendance, irregular attendance, eto. and (b) That SU11r8Ys be under­
taken in different areas so as to give an account of the life and 
needs of the village cOl!llnunity. 
2. Ruralization of Village 5chool Curricu1~~. 
a. Ourriculwn should be worked out in relation to and 
growing out of village life and needs. 
b. MOreover it should be related to the interests of 
the village child. 
c. Project method seems to have in it the elements 
desirable and required for success in village schools, because 
1. In the project method of teaching the alass-room 
instr~ction is related to problems and activities of the community. 
2. 2he method is closely related to life because it 
1s the method we all use in ever,y day life. 
3. It leads to a great increase in the pupil's in­
terest in the class work. 
4. Project method of teaching leads to a develop­
ment of character. 
d. The school should recopize that besides the tunda­
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mental processess it has got a big responsibility to 
. 1. Develope the character of the school children 
2. Develope the health of the sohool children 
3. Teaoh them to make effective use of environment 
a. The school program ought to provide instruction 
in gardening 
b. The boys and girls should be given regular in­
struction and practice in village handicrafts 
o. The school children should be prepared for home 
life so as to become helpful members of the community. 
3. Teaching Staff 
a. Training inst1 tutions should be in a favorable center 
where rural conditions prevail. By this is meant that such tra1ni:ng 
schools be conducted in a rural atmosphere, that candidates should 
be carefully selected for training and the course of training should 
be suited for the purpose and ought to include the stuqy of rural 
problems and the contribution of the school for their solution and 
sufficient teaching practice in genuine rural schools. 
b. It is desirable that the Village school training 
course be a professional course emphasizing the ideals and prinai­
ples contained in such modern method as the project method of in­
struction and a large amount of carefully graded practica teaohiDg 
under rural conditions be secured, also that teaQhers have an ad­
equate lmderstanding of rural social and economic problems with 
such training in gardening and trades as will enable the rural school 
to contribute to their solution. 
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o. That provision be made for the after-care of teach-
era	 in service through I Reading courses 
2 Refresher courses 
3 Short training courses 
4 Summer institutes 
5 Educative supervis ion 
d. 'fhat sound lioensing s;{stem based on sound graduated 
minimum salary schedule be drawn up for different parts of India. 
4. School aa a Community Center 
a. That schools be conducted in the closest relation­
ship with the home and community, and that their co-operation be 
invited in the management of the school. 
b. That emphasis be laid upon community service which 
the village school can render to the village community minister­
ing to its physical, intellectual, economic, social and spiritual 
needs, and that the education, so far as possible, of illiterate 
adults be undertaken in connection with the work of the school. 
The school should seek, by its influence, to better village con­
ditions and to uplift the oommunity. 
c. Every part of the school cucriculum should be made 
to contribute to an increased interest in the rural environment 
of the school. 
d. The natural outcome of a school whose curriculum 
reflects genuine interest in its community is the ~ganization of 
the activities within the schoolroom that will blend intimate~ 
with the life of. the village communi ty. 
e. The form of coununity education in rural di stricts 
which has proved so effective elsewhere "the farm demonstration 
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movement" and "moveable school" can be made a tremendous edu­
cational factor for community education in India. 
5. Educative Supervision 
a. In order to maintain and develope the efficiency 
of rural schools and to provide for the growth of the village 
teacher, it is essential to maintain a system of constructive 
and progressive supervision. The type of supervision here con­
tel:lplated is very different from inspection as at present exists, 
as it has for its purpose the constant guidance and help of the 
teacher and the achieving of de.fini te objectives necessary for 
the progressive improvement of the schools. 
b. Such supervisors should be in close touch with the 
head of the training school, and in co-operation with him should 
be responsible for annual vacation schools for teachers, travell­
ing demonstration-schools and intensive training institutes. 
c. To serve these ends it is essential that the super­
visors themselves should be men specially trained for the pur­
pose; and that the area assigned to a supervisor be small so that 
he could visit each school oftener and may keep himself in con­
stant touch with the teachers by a system of a "Circle" super­
vision. 
d. Provision should also be made for the training of 
supervisors, and this training should cDDsist not only in a know­
ledge and use of modern methods Of teaching, supervision and 
school organization but in the best type of o~anization for 
. supervisory and comm\mity service. 
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6. Organiz-ation of SOhools 
a. Consolidated schools which has proved 80 success­
ful in western nations and h.e.s meant the improvement of education, 
should be adopted in India for the best 1nteres ts of Indian ed­
ucation. 
b. It should be recognized that co-education is a 
tremendous educational factor and is very desirable tmder proper 
supervision. In the present Indian society forces being over­
Whelmingly against co-education, a step should be made to make 
elementary education co-educational. 
c. It is desirable that the length of the school year 
preliminary to the college be divided into six, three, three plan. 
But in this transitional period the following plan be adopted four, 
three, three, w.lile the higher education be remodelled to four 
years of intermediate college, two years of university leading to 
B. l:.. 
d. The coomunity middle school is an intermediate school 
connecting the village primary school with the schools teaching vo­
cations and preparing selected pupils to go on for high school work. 
The community middle school should therefore emphasize vocational 
guidance and education. 
e. As a logioal outcome and continuation of the rural 
communi ty mid.dle school, high schools of the communi ty type be de­
veloped. 
f. The universities are provided by their own govern­

ing bodies. It is proposed that there be established" a board
 
of seoondary and intermediate education" which should supervise 
the secondary schools and intermediate oolleges. Elementary ed­
ucation should be under an officer who might be called the" Direo­
tor of eler.1entar.v eduoa tion" • It is desirable that the educational 
maohinary at its lowest stage be under the minister for local self 
government because primary education is to be one of the principle 
concerns of municipalities and district boards. 
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